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Rearing Dairy

What is the cost of raising calves, or
what should the oust be? is a question
! <»f general farm iuterest which the department of agriculture attempts to anNo little
swer in a farmers' bulletin.
prominence is given to the results of an
exhaustive experiment made at the New
Hampshire station for the purpose of determining the average cost oi raising a
i dairy cow from calf hood to maturity un<ler various methods of feeding.
For a considerable period records were
kept of the food consumed and the cost
of the gain made by thirteen heifer
calves from the time they were weaned
until 16 months old. The calves were
taken from the cows as soon as the hitter's milk was fit for Creamery use anil
This was gradwere fed whole milk.
ually replaced by skim milk until by the
end of the second week only separator
milk, which was almost free from fat,
To replace the fat, ground
was fed.
flaxseed cooked to a jelly in water (one
of
flaxseed to four quarts of
pound
water) was added to the milk. Seven
to ten quarts of skim milk ami one to
tv ο quarts of the flaxseed mixture were
fed daily per head in two feeds. During part of the time middlings was substituted for flaxseed. As soon as possible the animals were encouraged to eat
grain aud hay. The amount of these
feeding stuffs was increased as the animals increased in size and weight, while
the skim milk ami flaxseed remained
nearly constant until they were discontinued, when the calves were six to eight
months old and were turned out to pasture.
Some of the calves were taught to
driuk from a pail, but most of them were
fed by means of a "calf feeder," which
greatly lessened the work of feeding.
Λ careful watch was maintained to note
any indigestion. Diarrhcea or scouring
was quickly
stopped by reducing the
amount of food and adding lime watei
to the milk.
In discussing the cost of the gains
made the different feeding stuff's are rated per 100 lbs., as follows: Milk, $1;
skim milk SO cents; flaxseed, <3 25; middlings, 80 cents; bran, 70 cents; linseed
meal. $1.25; oats. Si; otena, 65 cents;
mixed grain (middlings, oat feed and
linseed meal, 2:2:1), 90 cents; hay, 50
cents, and green barley fodder, 15 cents.
It is stated that little difficulty was experienced in keeping up a steady growth
Differences
in size and gain in weight.
were
always noticeable between inof growth
the
rate
iu
dividual animals
ami the amount of food consumed.
Large animals invariably require more
food to maintain their condition than
small ones.
It was found that eight calves under 5
weeks old made an average weekly gain
of 7.0 lbs., at a cost of 40.0 cents; from 5
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weeks the average weekly gaiu was
0.1 lbs. and the cost 36.7 cents. The
same number of calves from 9 to 13
weeks old made an average cost of 43.1
cents.
Eight calves from 13 to 20 weeks
old gaiued per week on an average of 10
lbs., at a cost of 52.9 cents; 0 calves from
4 to S months old made an average
weekly gain of 11.1 lbs., at a cost of 63.7
cents; 2 calves from 8 to 13 months old
made an average weekly gain of 5.25
lbs., at a cost of 58.3 cents; 4 heifers 13
ti> 16 months .del made an average weekly gain of 6.12 lbs at a cost of 65.1
cents per week; 4 of the heifers were
maintained on pasture from July 24 to
Oct 26 and the total gain in weight of
the four animals was 313 lbs.
In conclusion it is stated that highpriced feeds, such as whole milk, flaxseed, Unseed meal and oats, will cause
the cost of the weekly ration to increase
out of proportion to the gain, if fed freely. Tliey cannot be used with economy
except in earlier stages, and whole milk
should be discontinued as soon as possible.—Michigan Farmer.
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that alt known creditor*, aud other iwsons In
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and sh w cau-e. If any they hive, why the
not lie granted.
priver uf satd petitioner should
I la flutter ( Momi b> the Court, that the
'erk sha'l send bv matt to all knuwn creditors
o|.ie« of sni ι |>ctittoii and this or<ler. addressed
t mem at their places wf residence as state·!.
Witness the Hum. CLsKt-ScK II»le Judge
f tlie «aid Court, and the seal thereof. at I'ortland. In said l»lstrtct, on the 31st"dav of Dec., A.
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Cost of Feeding for Beef.
What does it really cost to feed cattle,
and ie there a reasonable profit in the
business? I will give ray experience, and
hope that some kind reader will reciprocate.
For our present purpoee, no
account is taken of interest on the money
invested, the care of the stock, or the
The expense for the
use of the yards.
last two items is fully oovered by the
benefits to the farm. Don't forget this
item—the benefits to the farm.
Last year I fed ninety-six steers an
average of 8 1-5 months. I had ninetyfour shotes and raised 203 pigs. The
corn-fed average 14 6 bushels for each
steer per month net Chicago weights
over weights paid for when the cattle
The whole gain on the
were bought.
cattle was 45,000 pounds, and on the
hogs 30,280 pounds. If we divide the
corn fed betweeu the hogs and cattle
iu the ratio of their gain—say nothing
about the hay, pasture, fodder, etc.,—
we will have two-fifths of the corn fed
to charge to the hogs, and of course
The whole
three-fifths to the cattle.
gain of beef and pork averaged β.β
pounds for each bushel of corn fed. The
cost of each pound of grain, counting
everything, was 5.8 cents, corn costing
on an average thirty-four cents.
Cattle made a gross profit of $4251.42.
llogs made a gross profit of $1803.79.
So that on tho basis of profits the division of the corn fed should be about
Whole profit on hogs
•is above stated.
Whole cost of
and eat lie, $0115.21.
corn, hay, fodder and pasture, $4411.70.
Set profit for the year, $1703.51. The
cattle were sold at about $1.90 over cost
price and the hogs at $1 over invoice

price.

Two years ago I fed 135 steers an
average of 7.9 months. The corn fed
averaged 12.55 bushels for each steer per
month. Net gain fifty-two pounds per
month. Whole gain on the cattle was
55,390 pounds. The average gain on
the hogs was a little more than the first
year given, leaving fully two-fifths of
the coin fed to be charged to the hogs.
The whole gain for each bushel of corn
fed was 6.85 pounds. Net cost of each
l»ound of gain 4.47 cents, corn costing
gain
twenty-eight cents. The increased
for the corn fed is accounted for, in part,
this
the
fact
that
at least, by
year's account was opened Aug. 10. and closed
one year from the next December, thus
giving two falls for feed—the best and
cheapest time to feed any kind of stock.
1'he low monthly gain is also due in part
to the fact that most of these cattle were !
bought under a heavy shriuk. And yet
you will observe that a low monthly
gain is not inconsistent with a cheap
gain. These cattle made a gross profit
of $984.04 and the hogs S1777.79, so that
on this basis tho division of corn fed
should be about one-third to the hogs.
Whole profit, gross, $5701.83; whole
cost of corn, fodder, pasture, $4120.50;
net profit for the year, $1641.33.
The cattle sold at about $1 over cost
price, and the hogs at about invoice

price.

Three years ago I fed fifty-two steers
The corn
average of 7.7 months.
fed averaged fourteen bushels per month
each. Net gain fifty-nine pounds per
Whole gain on cattle 23,720
month.
pounds, on hogs, 13,470 pounds. The
gain on the hogs is not up to the average
in the other two years, the reason being
that I was short of bogs all the earlier
part of the year, and was afraid to buy
The whole gain
on account of sickness.
for each bushel of corn fed was 0.6
pouuds, the same as for the first year.
Each pound of gain cost 4.28 cents, corn,
twenty-six cents. Gross profit on cattle,
$2272.23, on hogs, $534.23. Whole profit,
$2806.56. Cost of all feed and extra
labor, $159046. Net profit for the year,
$1216.10 gain in price on cattle, $1.75,
per hundred pounds hogs about twentyfive cents per one hundred pounds.—
American Cultivator.
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Real Source of Wealth.

The national secretary of agriculture,
lion. James Wilson, makes a compariI> liM
son that contains a world of meaning
JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
L. a.)
when he says: "The farmers of this
A true copv of petition and order thereon
Clerk.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWEY.
country have in two years produced
wealth exceeding the output of all the
mines of the entire world since
gold
fir
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of
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the walking gait that we are glad to tistics of gold production. The addition ;
l>t*trlct of Maine
to the world's stock of precious metals |
K. WELl>, of Rumford, In the reproduce:
In
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, on
the writer was attracted by following the discovery of America,
"Recently
'.hat
-i
District, IMINtfttllj represent*.
the excellence of twogrev draft geldings again when the mineral wealth of Aus<>f January. l'.«4. he wa·. '!uly
aν
that were harnessed to an immense ex- tralia and California was tapped, and
a :ju !t bankrupt under the Acts of Congre i-s
surrelating to bankruptcy; that he ha* duly
wagon and were taking it along at very recently when gold was found in
press
of
rlvbt*
au·!
hie
property,
all
rendered
property
walk. It happeued that my South Africa, has been treated as of !
anil ha* fully coeplieil with all the requirement· a rapid
of «aid Act» ami of the o-derw of Coir t torching route and theirs was the same for about monumental importance, as revolution- j
bis bankruptcy.
and adding to the
a mile, and I kept alongside until they izing commerce,
Wherefore tie pray», that he m ·y be decreed
The driver world's wealth the amount of gold and :
bv tbe Court to bavé a full discharge from all t ame to a watering trough.
talked a little silver produced.
we
rovable against ht* estate under said climbed down and
bankruptcr Acta, except *u· h debts a* are ex- about these horses. The team weighed
And yet the amount of wealth sunk ,
cepted by law from »uch discharge. A. D. 1!*4.
about :{.4U> pounds, and had been under I in searching for gold bears a very high
I>ate<t thls'Urd 'lav of IHrceml^r,
LlV OLN H W1UK Bankrupt.
his care for several years. Neither ofl ratio to the total product. The net
UKUKH or HOTK t THKHLU.V.
! them had misled a feed or a day's work I pro tit to the world of its gold and silver
in his charge, and they were in unusual-1 mines is a very small percentage of the ;
District or Maine, ss
A. D. liNM, on read"η thl* '{Ut 'lay of Dec
bullion put on the market; and, while
ly good conditiou—Hcshy but
It
1*
1 nj( the foregoing petition,
from constant work, fresh and prompt I the great gold discoveries have undoubtor ered by the Court, thai a hearing be ha·)
A. D.
In reply to my question he I edly stimulated trade, it must be borne
to obey.
upon the same on tbe Jotii lay of Jan.,
1 "J, >>efoie -al-l Court at Portland. In sai l l»lsstated that they were never driven out I in mind that gold and silver in monetary
that
and
the
In
forcuooo;
10
o'clock
trtct. at
No matter how long the trip I use are not consumed and large annual j
walk.
notice thereof be published In Tbe Oxfonl Deni- of a
I additions are not essential to commerce. |
or how late he might be in getting back
κ rat. a n«rw»pa|>er printed In said Dtstrkt, and
In
I
su
other
persons
that all known creditors,
On the other hand, the net.proflt in
to the stable they were uot urged to go I
interest, may appear st tbe said t'me an«l place,
I
but they had become the products of agriculture is very high.
and *how cause, If any they have, why the faster than a walk,
I
averno
doubt
l>e
and
Nature furnishes the soil, though ingrained. excellent walkers
prayer of said petitioner should not
and from a
An·) U Is further Ordered bv the Court, that the
more miles per day and hauled I dustry may improve it,
aged
creditors
all
known
Cletk shall-end by mail to
with a moderate
of wheat,
more pounds than many horses that are! bushel
copiée of *al'l petition an<l this orler, addressed
hurried and driven irregularly at a slow I amount of labor, It produces ten or twento them at their |> sees of ImMMN a* stated.
Wi ne»» the Hon. Clakk.n» k Halk, Judge walk or a trot.
Some of the best
ty bushels. Our farmers, both north
Portat
thereof,
real
of tin: said Court, and the
bles do not allow their draft teams to I and south, have for several years now
land, In said District, on the 31st day of Dec
walk at any time, I been producing large crops, which at
move faster than a
A. D. ISAM
J λ MES K. HKWKV. Clerk.
[ι 9·]
and rhey report that they have not only I the same time command high prices. {
A true copv of (tetHlon and order thereon.
saved their horses but have got morel The present cotton crop. Secretary Wil- j
Attest -JAME> Κ Η Κ WE Y, Clerk.
work out of them than when their driv-l son says, is worth $600,000,000 to the !
There is! farmers; last year's crop may have been :
ers were allowed to go faster.
SOTICE.
a
lesson in this for the breeder asl worth more and for several years the >
In the District Court of the United States for
well as for the user of draft horses. I south has been getting 9100,000,000 and |
tbe IHetrtctof Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Stallions that are good walkers and not over annually for its cotton. The corn
ln tbe matter of
)
I»
Bankruptcy
M \RT1N K y t'A Y I.E.
slouchv, sluggish travelers at this gait crop is the most valuable ever produced in
of Kuuiford, Bankrupt.
)
this country. The wheat crop is large,
should be used."
In
Ε
Martin
Quayle,
To the creditor* of
It is no less important to arrange the I though much smaller than last year,
the County of oxford nod district aforesaid
Notice 1* hereby (fiveη that on the 7th day of teams with reference to their similarity I and the price is about 30 cents—a third
Jan., A. I). I«u5, the said Martin E. yuayle of
disposition than it is with regard tol —higher than a year ago and it was then j
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, aud tint the tlrst
A sluggish I regarded
as
high. Full particulars
meeting of hi* creditor»» will 1* held at tbe Court their size and strength.
about these and other crops are given
House, In South Paris, on the iith day of Jan., deadhead mated with a nervous,
A. I) 1J05, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon.at which
will needlessly wear out
in an abstract of the annual report of
time tne said creditor* may at'.end, prove their ed animal,
horse ami ex I the secretary.
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the btukrupc energy of the sprightly
an
tnn-a. t such other t'Usines* as iray pruper
The secretary says that within four
asperate the temper of the driver.
ly tome before sal·! uieetiug.
years the value of farm capital, apart
South Parle, Jan ». l'J06
Where and How to Spread Manure. from the recent increase in the value of
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptcy
farm land has increased two billion dolI have used a manure spreader
lars, and in eight years the deposits in
some time aud think it is as
HOTICE.
Iowa bunks have nearly doubled the dead implement on the farm as a
in Kansas banks more than
posits,
In the district oert of the I'n'.ted ^tate for tbe
the!
of
or
plough. One advantage
in Mississippi banks increased
in Bankruptcy.
District of Maine
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In the matter o'
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purchasing spreader this year, omitting what is fed to stock,
J
of Bethel, Bankrupt. 1
for that value alone. I consider the real I
To tbe creditors of James » Uupt II In tbe
cimes close to five billion dollars, and is
of
:
the
value
spreader is in the way in six times the value of the capital stock
County of >xford and district aforesaid
of
Notice Ν herebv given that on t'.e 7th day
which it handles the manure.
of all the national banks.
Jan A. L> 1.W6. the said James Κ Guptlll was
I use the manure as a top-dressing.
llrst
These lame crops aud the conditions
duly abjudicated bankrupt. and that theCourt
the manure!
of
elements
the
tthe
This
held
t«e
will
gfts
hie
creditor*
meeting of
in the world at large that make the:n
House, In »outh Parts, on the ûth da- of Jan.. right to the roots of the grain, n<>ne is
marketable at go;»d prices explain the
A. 1» Γ.ι-Λ, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon. »t which
lost, and I get results the first year. In
time the «aid c>e llton» may all* nd, prove their
prosperity that the country has beeu
will
have
mauure under one
claims, appoint a tn-le< ·. examine tbe bankrupt, ploughing
for five or six years.—Turf.
enjoying
is
it
when
and transact such other bu»lMM as may properly to wait until the second year,
Farm and Home.
will
come b -fore -aid meetlnir.
he
before
ploughed on top again,
-South l'art*, Jau. », ΙΛΟ
half
get much benefit, and by that time
«Ko. A. WILSON.
Referee In Itsnfcniptcv. of the value of the manure has seeped
Whether in dairying, orcharding or in
down in the ground. Usiug manure as fact crop production of anv and every
half as
a top dressing I put it on only
kind, it in the man behind the effort
thick to get the same results per acre, that affords the keynote of success.
aud iu this way make the manure cover The man must know how and then have
twice as many acres.
an ambition to accomplish something.
by us in two years is l!ic bone*t
<'tir
r jou tiiut
evidence- we
Another advantage I tind in using ma- There in a great field for active, intelliWe
it
mulches
*
that
ri»!.f
require
is
"f
::-e
til' In
nure as a top dressing
gent effort on the farms of Maine.
no payment in advance. We use mir υ*
the ground aud helps to retain moisture,
money to;ulwrti>eyot.i· property. We nee«l while I lia\e seen many tases in veryInterest in Holstein stock is surely inmore farms to complete tlie axiort nient for
weather where manure did more
At the dairy
otirne* rufcil-ejne. η <·<·ρν of which willRoto dry
un- creasing among dairymen.
when
than
ploughed
good
niore than 20.U00 farm buyers everywhere. damage
meeting at Auburn there were several
manure on
the
too.
hotels
I
using
ami
der.
prefer
We sell More*, inilbi. sln'ps
men preseat Inquiring for cow« of this
Write Unlay for our FRKK farm description wheat and oats after sowing, and on breed. Till larger flow of milk of fairly
blanks. A'Uiress,
meadows By the time I get ready to
good quality brings the cows of this
I. A. STROUT FARM ACKNCV,
use the tield for corn I have it in good
well up as batter makers as comTmwwl Truple.
■ S· lut.·· Vrv»(.
to breed
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almost
It
impossible
condition.
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1U)
with the average Jersey on the
pared
reathe
for
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even·,
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be
spread
sons that, first, it cannot
M.
w.o. ΕΚΟΤΗΙΝΟΗΛΜ. South Part·, D.
cannot be
ly. and, second, hard chunks
KREXCH, Norway.
a
When Maine beeves sell in Brighton
with
whilo
good spreader
torn apart,
live
the manure is riddled aud spread evenly. market for seven cents a pound,
A man with a small farm can use a weight, as was the case two weeks ago
for the rea- and will be again as soon as those respreader as well as any one, the
value of maining behind get fat enough, who
son that he at least doubles
the mauure. lie will have to be more shall say that beef cannot be made at
UKADUATR OPTICIAN
careful, however, in purchasing a spread- profit? Good steers forced to a rapid
one team
growth and finished for market while
er, as be is usually limited to
All Work
and needs one that runs light.—Cor. in young are sare to return good money
for a long time to oom·.—Maine Farmer.
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Κίηκ hoddy dodJy,
Nut'dy !
Remain but fools!"

BOWEN-MERRILL COMPANY
"Is there not enough merriment, mis-

CHATTER VII.
Ν η spacious ball, begilt, bemlr-

tress?" he answered gravely.

"There can never be any to spare,"
■he said. "And you would do well to
remember your olllee."
"What do you mean?" he asked ab-

rored. assembled ou the evening of the duke's arrivai
Francis, bis court and tbe
From wide
Suest of the occasion.
spreading chandeliers, with their pend·
eut. pear shaped crystals, a thousand
candles threw a flood of light upon the
scene, as mid trumpet blast and softer

m

sently.

"That you have many enemies; that
you cannot live at court with a Jaundiced countenance. Heigho! Alnckaday! You should hie yourself back to
the woods and barren wastes of Fried-

strains of harmony King Francis and
pood Queen Eleanor led the way te
the royal table and thereat, shortly
alter, at a signal from the monarch
the company seated themselves.
At the head of the board was the
king; on his right, his lawful consort
pale, composed, saintly; on his left, the

wuM. Master Fool."
lier sparkling glance returned to the
exhilarating scene. Well had the assemblage been called α court of love.
Now soft eyes invited burning glances,
and graceful heads swayed alluringly

who
Countess d'Ktampes. rosy, animated, toward the handsome cavaliers
in
free.
Next to the favorite sat the momentarily had found lodgment
had many
"fairest among the learned and most hearts which, like palaces,
antechambers. From hidden recesses
learned among the fair," Marguerite
the room with
beloved sister of Francis, and her sec- strains of music filled
but Illuond husband. Henry d'Albret, king of tinkling passages of sensuous
of ardor masked
Navarre; opposite. Henry the dauphio sive harmony, α dream
in the daintiness of a minuet.
and his spouse, Catharine de' Medici
Upon the back of the princess' chair
uot far removed, Diane de Poitiers
res till one of the duke's hands. With
whose dark eyes Henry ever openly
a frail
sought, wliile Catharine complacently the other he lifted his glass,
thing lu fingers better adapted for a
talked affairs of state with the chansword hilt or massive battle mace.
cellor.
"Drink. princess," he said, bending
In the midst of this illustrious com
"to—<Tur meeting!"
pany, and further surrounded by s over her.
Her eyelids fluttered before his look.
plentiful sprinkliug of ruddy curdlnals
Her breast rose a little. The scar on
fat bishops, constables, governors, mar
his brow held her gaze, as one fascishals and ladies, more or less dis
and
tiuguiihed through birth or beauty, nated. but she drew away slightly
the l>uke of Friedwaid and the Prin- mechanically sought the tiny golden
goblet at her elbow. Dreamily, dreamcess Louise were a center of attraction
for tbe wits whose somewhat free jests ily sounded the rhythmical music;
the license of the times permitted. At heavily, heavily hung the perfume in
the foot of the royal table places had the air. Full of mist seemed the hall;
been provided for Marot, Caillette; Tri- the king, the queen, the countess, all of
boulet, Jacqueline and the duke's fool. the party, unreal, fanciful. The touch
The heads aud figures of the ladles of the gobfot filled her lips, nnd she
of the court were for tbe most part put it down quickly.
"Is not the wine to your liking?" he
fearfully aud wonderfully bedecked.
asked, his haud tightening on her
In some instances the horn shaped
headdress had been followed by yet ebair. "Perhaps it le too sour for your
loftier steeples, "battlements to com- taste?"
bat God with gold, silver and pearls,
"Nay. I thought It rather sweet," she
wherein the lances were great forked answered. "Oh, I meant not that"—
"It Is sweet wine, princess." he said,
pins and the arrows the little pins."
With more simplicity the Princess Lou- setting down an empty glass. "SweetNot
ise wore her hair cased in α network of er than our Austrian tfntage.
gold and Jewels, and the austere white and thin and watery, but redFrench moralist who assailed tbe high- red ns blood, red as your heart's blood
or mine."
er bristling ramparts of vanity would
Crash! From the hand of the duke's
perhaps have borne In silence this
».·..·ι ιο tlie tloor.
more modest bastion of the flesh and Jester Ii:id fallen ;.
For a
l'lie princess storied, turned.
the devil.
But the face beneutb was α greater moment their glances bridged the disdanger to those who hold that beauty tance from where she sat to the fools'
Then hers slowly
Is a menace to salratlon. Ou her cheek end of the table.
hung the rosy banner of youth. In her fell: slowly, and slje passed a hand
acrose
eyes shone the bright arrows of con- whereon shone the king's ring
quest. And the duke, discarding his her brow; looked up, as though onco
backwardness, as a soldier his cloak more to span infinity with her gaze,
before battle, watched the hue that fciien her eyes fell short and met the
mantled her face, proffered his open duke's. Deliberately he lifted his filled
breast to the shining lances of her glass.
"Ited as your heart's blood and mine,
gu7.<· aud capitulated unconditionally
before the smile of victory on her blood my love." he repented, and then stared
red lips. With his great shoulders, his sharply across the table at his Jester.
Triboulet, staggering in his chair so
mussive neck and broad, virile face he
seemed a Cyclops among pygmies in high his feet could not touch the lioor,
of slender courtiers, and surveyed the broken glass, the duke
that

gathering

she but a liower by his side.
"1 thought, sire, your duke was timorous, bashful as a boy?" murmured
the Countess d'h'tampcs to the king.
"He was—on the road!" auswerevl the

and the duke's fool.
"Ho, ho!" he bellowed, the better to
attract attention to himself. "Tlie duke
lent his fool to umiise his betrothed,
and the fool hath lost his heart to his
mistress."
The king left off his whispering,
Cnthnrine turned from the chancellor,
Diane ceased furtively to regard Caillette. wjiile the queen of Navarre

kit;;; thoughtfully.
"Then has he marvelously recovered
his assurance."
"In love, madam, as in battle, the
test grows with the fray," said Fran-

laughed nervously and murmured:
It will make
"Princes* and jester!

cis, with meaning.
"Aud the duke is reputed a brave
soldier, lie looks very strong, as if—
almost—he might succeed with any
woman he were minded to carry off."
"To carry off!" laughed the monarch.
"
"Tis he, madam, who will be bound

another tale."
But Henry of Navarre looked gravely down. He and Francis' queen, a
passive spectator at the feast, and a
bishop whose interest lay lu a trntlled
capon alone followed not the direction
of the duke's eyes. The fair favorite
of the king clapped her hands, but the

in tethers. At heart he's shamefaced
as a callow younker."
She willfully shook her head. "No
hiiu in leadiug
woman could keep
strings, your majesty. There is some-

thing domineering,

savage,

crushing,

in his hand. Look at It on the table
there. Is it not mighty us an iron
What other man at the
gauntlet?
board has such a brutal hand? The
strength In it makes ine shudder. Will
she not bend to It; kiss it?"
With amused superiority Francis rehis fair neighbor on the left

I

monarch frowned, not having forgotten that night in Fools' linll when the
jester had appointed rogues to offices.
"What is this? A fool in love with
the princess?" said tlie king ominously.
"Even so. your majesty!" cried Triboulet. "But a moment ago Duke Robert did whisper to his bride to be. and
!T 1

-Ill·

,,

lit

garded

"Women, madam, are but hasty judges
of men," he said dryly, "and then 'tis
fancy more than reason which govIf the duke should
erns their verdict.
seem overconiident 'tis to hide a certain modesty, and not to appear out of

yet,'
'I'll

i

tlonal enough. 'Tis through your own
rumuntlc heart you looked, Anne."
Quicker circulated the goblets of sil-.
ver. gold and crystal; faster babbled \
the pretty Hps; brighter grew the eyes
beneath the stupendous towers that,
crowned the heads of the court ladies. !
All talki.nl at once without disturbing
the king, who now whispered soft
uothing» in the ear of the countess.
Froui the other tables in the hall arose
a varying cadence of clatter and laughter. which increased with the noise

more

exalted company.

she bummed,
words.

deigning

no

further

"ΗΎΐ|/

arc

you

*o

quiet ΐ"

the fool's hand trembled like η leaf
Tra, la, la!
and dropped his «lase!
Holy St. Bagpipe!
What a situation!
Here's a comedy In high life!"
"A comedy!" repeated the duke and
hah' r ise from his chair, regarding hie
fool with surprise and anger.
Now Triboulet roared. Had he not
in the past attained his high position
of favorite Jester to the king by his
And were not
very foolhardihood?
trusting lovers and all too confiding
husbands the legitimate butt of all

Jesting?

"Look at the fool!" lie went on ex"I>ocs any one doubt his
ultantly.
guilt? lie Is slîcut. lie cannot speak."
And Indeed the foreign jester seemed

momentarily

disconcerted,

although

he strove to appear indifferent
"A presumptuous knave," muttered
Francis darkly. "He saved his neck
once by u trick."
"Oh. the duke would not mind now if
were

to hang him. eire!" answered

boar I ·· In h: element. No matter how he

rusU*. his t'.isks strike yielding fiesh.
"Why should we tight at ail—at
present?" cautiously ventured the
"Not
noble, with further hesitation.

CHAPTER VIII.
**I

I

^yODItN out these torchbearere,
f I human candlesticks and va·

"Or a

quartered, Jobann?"

plaisant.

"With all the creature comforts, my
the jester.
lord," answered the soldier, gating
Tiie duke's face grew more and more downward.
"Hold them In check, Jobann, a·
ominous. Still the fool, looklnir up, did
not quail, but met hie master's glance though we were In a campaign," aald
freely, and those who observed noted the noble.
It was the duke who first turned away,
"Yes, my lord," returned the man,
although his jaw was set and his great staring Impassively before him.
fist clinched. Swiftly the jester's gaze
Saluting respectfully, an expression
again sought the princess, but she had of quick intelligence ou his florid feaplucked a spray of blossom from the tures, the trooper backed out of the
table and was holding it to her lips, room. With his bands lehind him, bis
mindlessly biting the fragrant leaves, shoulders bent forward, the duke long
and those who followed the fool's pondered, his look, keen and discern·
glance saw in her but a picture of lng, his perspicacity clear Id spit· of

love of freedom and independence
which held him aloof from en.peior 01
monarch and made him peer and lead
er among the many intractable spirit!
of tiie Austrian country who had not
a
yet bowed their necks to conquest:
soldier of many battles, whose thick
down 011 the massive oak table near walled fortress, perched picturesque!;
In midair on a steep mountain top
the do >r.
"So be it!" he assented, with a morel established his security on all sides.
I
open look.
[TO UK CONTINUED,J
"A truce—without any rushes from

the boar?"
The Ail ol i.'ttI<.·'(,
•Tool! l>ocs not my word «milice?
tv.itiug is the lirst thin;. we learn to
contemptuously retorted the iluke.
"Yes, for although you are—what I t) and the last thing we learn t > do
Some never learn it ai all and
you are--you have been a soldier and I r nht.
would not break a truce."
?nd tl.cir lives and their happiness
ι «-otis'uiies
Λ>
"Such commendation from-my Jester ihrotiuh the neglect.
ways
our time aud u;
much
is. indeed, tiattering," satirically re
marked the kind's guest, seating him- ilo so It is a duty to in k« i" : :i ndes
·; ,oself in a great chair which brought him i|ll!»tt? source of pleasure. I! i·:
»
··. ;·;:«!
face to face with the fool and yet com- Ntin;: which aii may appro
..

manded the door, the Intruder's only
of retreat.
"Pardon me. the duke's Jester, you
mean?"
"Yes: mine."
"A distinction with a différence, re
torted the fool, "it Is quite true 1 am
the duke's Jester. It is equally untrue
I am yours. Therefore, we reach tho

slhie," added the queen of Navarre,
whose tender heart even luollned to
the weaker side.
"An unconscionable rogue," murmured the bishop, complacently clasping his fat fingers before him.
"So he is already tried by the church
and the tribunal," went on the plaisant
of the duke. "The church hath excoiu*
inunicHted him and the court of love"—
"Will banish him!" exclaimed the
countess mirthfully, regarding the captious monarch with mock defiance.
"Yes, banish him, turn him out," ech-

'VI« uruunail *Ικιιμ
Francis' wine or u;o

<m

a

chair, with her hands 011 her hips.
"You witch, you sorceress! It was
you who"— he hissed, with veuomous

'.v..tun of the

eyes. AlîliJUgh lue nobles
glance sccii.cJ bent on vacancy, il was
himself as well us others be was studying, weighing the memorable events ot
the evening, recalling to mini! every
word with the princess, reviewing her
features, the softening of her cold disdain. now mentally distrustful because
§;e was a woman, ugain cjnlideut he
already dominated the citadel of her

princess'

Scrofula

b very often

acquired·

though generally inherited.
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tory gesture.

lightning—Dicsto!—your

"l.o«>k at

ιιιν

sol
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JUT LIFE"

the noble
poor capacity!" returned
man's unasked caller, with a depreca-

soldier derisively.
"Have you hunted the wild boar, my
lord?" lightly answered the other.
How savage!
"How mighty it is!
What tv.s!a! You know the pastime?
A quick step, a sure arm. an eye like
boar lies on

■

s

·;ιa-

,o

i .,i:;■>

It is
ii
*.« wl

Anîl.

veyed the fool.
"And now," went on the jester guyly, "It is In your miud I aui like as suddenly to—disappear! Am 1 at fault?"
•*Ou the contrary, you are unusually
clear wltted," was the answer.
"Oh, my lord, you overestimate my

marked quietly, "and here Is but one
of them."
"You pit yourself and that—plaything—against rue?" asked the burly

·■

goblets with the rich beverage from 1:
great flask placed on the stand for hi
His face lighted wit!
convenience.
his J·»
gross conviviality, but behind
vial, free manner, that of a tri»opcr lui
li>s cups, gleamed η furtive, guarded
h» »k. as though he were studying and
testing his man.
"I'm for a free life, some fighting,
but snug walls η round for companion

You think of me and 1 appear."
Regaining his composure at once, the
king's guest bent his heavy brows over
his deep set eyes and deliberately sur-

snuffer on the table near by deftly
trimmed the remaining light.
"Only fools fight in darkness." he re-

>
ι..
titud to ti e higher
Hire or contemplai;...t it ni. s:
Ited and be the p:i\ ;»··_ο »·.' a
··
•.πι have the reqit'r·

the duke—to you."
I
SlrcpliiK In (Ίι,ιηΙι.
with Francis and the court?"
"Some men preach," said Sydney
suggested the fool, uplifting his brows.
sin is to
"I «111 the duke and such remain. Smith, "us If tliev thought
was
l»e taken out of a nisin sis Kve
You understand?"
casting hi in
"Perfectly, my lord." replied the Jest taken out of Adam. by
Bu.
nto a profound slunil cr." So at any
er,
shrugging his shoulders.
who. preachsince I am not the king nor one of the •ate thought not Sonilt.
o'i> rved
courtiers, whom for the ,time being I tig one tla.v at Wliiteliall.
several ot I.is
bave I the honor of addressing? Bu· I King Charles II. and
Stooping «I «vu,
itteudants asleep.
perhaps I am overlnquisltlve."
"Not at all." said the other, witt je cried out to one of the delinquents,
"My lord, i aui sorry to Interrupt you.
mocking ceremony. "You are a >. him
« ill wake
jut if you snore so loud you
lical fellow. Besides. I am taken will
Ilis majesty thereivou
In· kin;:."
α man who stands near death without
woke .rid. turning to his ucighb >r. reflinching. To tell you the truth, our
natruce is somewhat to my liking. I lien· I narked with liis accustomed ;,ood
a bishmade
be
must
d..red
man
have
"This
lire:
who
would
men
ere few
what you have tonight. And. aithougl 1 >p. Itemiud me 011 the next vacancy."
woman who sufyou're only a fool, will you drink with Latimer speaks of a
'ered from iusomniu, and who. all
me from this bottle on the table here'.
taken to
I'm tired of ceremonies of rank, audi loporitics having falie«l, was
the church of St. Thomas of Acres.
would clink ft glass iu private with a
;vhen she fell at once Into a refreshing
merry fellow. What say you;
leaning over, he filled two large dumber.—London Mail.

head and the bell.

Harsh and loud laughed the king's
gue.;U "Van fool." he said, "you lnu>
In the
your opportunity below there
iiali and missed It. You hesitated, went
'Mini'!.·· :«iiot!'or course, ami now," with
ominous meaning, "you are here!
O'P.i Hi*' stick a candle dripped,
hwti»··
sputlerel ami went out. The
bent forward and with the copper

.·

:.··

"i'.ui

truder.

lug hilt.

p!<-

cm not

Instinctively he knew he was not alone,
and yet his gaze, rapidly sweeping the
apartment, failed to perceive an in-

not you."
the Je»:ter. "We have no eavesdroppers
"But your warning for me to laugh?" or interloi>ers, believe me. We are enreturned
she
demurely, tirely alone, you aud I. master aud
"Why."
"'twas to see you go more gallantly fool. There, come no nearer, I beg," as
And"—eating a the nobleman menacingly moved toto your execution.
grape—"that Is reasonably certain to ward him.
be your fate. You've only made a few
"Have you any argument to advance,
enemies tonight—the duke—the"—
Sir Fool, why I should not?" said the
"Naino them not, fair Jacqueline," other grimly, a gleam of amusement
he retorted, indlffereut.
depiv ted on ills broad face as he paused
"True. You'll soon learn for yourself," the while.
"I think I
she answered sharply.
"An argument sharp as a needle,
should prefer to be In Triboulet's place somewhat longer," replied the Jester,
to yours at present."
touching ills breast and drawing from
between the folds of his doublet a shin

..s

>

heart.
The clear tinkling of a boll broke in
musical
upon his cogitation, a faint
touud that seemed at his very elbow,
lie wheeled about abruptly, saw nothing save the mysterious shadows of the
curtains, the flickering lamps, the dark
outline of the canopy of the great bed.

The hands of the other worked Impatiently. llis herculean flgure blocked
the doorway. "You are a merry fellow," he observed. "It Is to be regretit
ted. but—confess you have brought

with dem

to do
As Ion

■

Without rising the
surplaisant quizzically regarded the
prised Altlemau, who in spite of his
self control hail stopped back involunglance.
"Hear him!" exclaimed the girl light- tarily at the suddenness of the encounly. "lie calls me witch, sorceress, be- ter.
cause, forsooth. I am a woman!"
•'tiood evening, my lord," said the
"A woman, a devil!" muttered Tri- fool. "1 am like the genii of the tale.

boulet between his closed teeth.
"And now," she cried, rising impetuously. "he says that women are devils!
What shall we do with him?"
"l'elt him out!" answered the countess. l'elt him out!"
With peals of merriment and triumphant shouts the court of one accord
directed a fusillade of fruits, nuts and
other viands at the head aud person of
the raging and hapless buffoon, the
countess herself, apple in hand—Eve
bent upou vengeance—leading in the

xiiiit-li

·> ι··
reportant to M*eitr< ι·
e
!i men may hive at.·ι
i ..t
he capacity of tiie u » ·:■ or >w
ι
ι.
conclusion that you and the duke are :! et c ι. ay be ititi· 1; 1. ;
i. ·. «*
,c it:
the mar*. n ·! ίI»*· ■·.·
two different persons. Plainly, not bed
·„
ing the duke, you are an impostor. ■nly a simple h ;y
'.··
t-·. ν 1 in " e
Have you auy fault to tlnd with m> I ! ::v-s of life ι«·.
s
t'·
< :.t
reasoning?"
I •ογ;:,ι·Ίι acts iu the
'·
>r
λ ! l'eh
are neces-a.y to lit'.· it
"On the contrary." answered the oth
>
—. : ···.. \\y
one will
>vhich every
er. with no sign of auger or surprise,
i!" ert.- y·
"your reasoning is all that could be de I •ave. To disparage "ply·
-·
h
eiij.»yi;:e :fs arc
Hired.
Why should 1 deny what you neufs—though
to the
already know? 1 was aware, of course, -is to try t«> limit enjoyment
that you knew when I first learned his rich or the educated.—Boston rooking
Jester was in the castle. Frankly. 1 School Magazine.

malic."

Again the tinkling, a low laugh, and,
oed Catharine careWsly.
turning sharply toward au alcove from
"Hut, your majesty!" remonstrated whence the sounds came, the duke,
the alarmed Triboulet, turning to the through the half light aud trailing,
monarch, whose favor he had that day sombrons shadows of its entrance, perenjoyed.
ceived a flgure in a chair. From a cau"Appeal not to me!" returned Fran- dle set in a spiked enameled stick a
cis sternly. "Here Venus rules!" Aud yellow glimmering that came aud went
he gallantly inclined to the countess.
with the sputtering flame rested upou
"Venus at whom he scoffs!" broke In an ironical face, a graceful flgure in
shrilly, leaning back in lier
aud a wand with the jester's

Jacqueline

lias

|deasiiie.

means

Marguerite.

fected.

quality

Knitting his brow, the noble stood I
motionless, deeply pondering, his htad-l
long passion evidently at combat wiib
bis Judgment. Then his face cleared, a
hard, brus.,re laugh burst from his
lips, and he brought his list violently

heart alone is tilled with umbrage,
liatred. pique?"
'Triboulet!
Triboulet, the traitor!"
luddeuiy cried the countess, sprightly
I.s π child.
"Yes; Triboulet, the traitor!" exclaimed the fool, pointing the wand of
fully at the hunchback.
Even Francis' offended face relaxed.
"Positively, I shall never hang this

of the court of love, the offender is In
your bands."
"A little monster!" spoke up IMane,
with a gesture of aversion, real or af-

the

the other?"

"In the
of love Is not the fool's wuud
greater than a king's miter or the
pastoral staff of the Abbe de Lys? Hesides. sire." he added quickly, "as a
fool takes It. in the court of love·. u.ii
to love—is treason!"
"tiood!" murmured the bishop, still
eating. "Not to love Is treason!"
Whose
"Who alone is the culprit?

"lîefore this tribunal of ladies whose

the fool's head 011 his wand.
"Ah. you will have your Jest," re
torted the host of the occasion good
uaturedly. "It's bred in the bone. Λ

for a soldier. Nex* to courage
is that tine sense of humor which
I'm
forehead.
makes a man a Ik>u comrade.
The jester half drew his dagger. His down your graven image, lad: you
were made to carry arms, not baubles
quiet confidence and glittcnug eye iiu
pressed even it is antagon.st, inuied t ! Put it down. ! say. and touch glassct
scenes of violence and strife.
with Louis of Pfalz-l'rfcM."
"Is it a truce, most noli! Ι ·1:' said I
"Lord Hochfels!" exclaimed the Jest
the fool sign ! Ilea ii :ly. "Λ iru.-e where
er. fixedly regarding the man whose
iu we may call black, black. «.ci w.iite.
name was known throughout Kurope
white! Λ truce whi» h may le broken for his reckless bravery, iiis persona
by either of us. with due warning to resources and his indomitable pride 01

court

heauiy and learning he has outraged
by his disaffection and spleen I sumhim for trial," continued the
mon
duke's jester.
"Triboulet, arise! Illustrious ladles

king's
guest boisterously, although a dark
shadow crossed his glance. "I'm scarred from head to foot, and my hide is
as tough as"—
"A boar's?" tapping his chin with

"Dr a knave, sirrah!" thuirlerc.i l..··
the veins starting out on h:s

enigmatic smile.
"Why not?" he repeated.

to

string of titles ions as my arm—an un
deriiug of the emperor, while I"--closing his great Jaw firmly—"owe allegiance to no man or monarch, which
Drink, lad; I'm
is the same thing.
pleased I did not kill you."
"And I," laugh«d the plaisant, "congratulate myself you are «till alive
the wiue is excellent!"
"Still alive!" exclaimed the

duke,

languid unconcern such as became a
kinswoman of the king.
Almost Imperceptibly the brow of the
pluisant clouded, but recovering himself. he confronted tin· U.ii,: with au

fellow." he said grimly

knave, my lord!" added

Holding
where ambition lends!"
the glass. he looked Into the depll s ο·
the thick burgundy.
"Why. η i.'coly
fellow like you should carry a gleanI
ing blade, not a wooden sword.
know your duke—a man of Unease, a

for

that I doubt I could easily crush you
—extending his muscular arms "but
you might prick me. and just iw.v
discretion may be the better part <»i
▼alor.
I, a duke, engaged to wed a
princess, have much to lose: you. n->t't
ing! A fooi's strike might kill a i.in

lets de chambre, and I'll get
ffagjll me to bed," commanded the
duke, standing In the center of his
room, and a trooper with a fierce red
mustache waved a swarm of pages,
cupbearers and attendants from the
door and closed It. "How are the men

sex,

Singularly pale, unusually tranquil, you
the duke's fool furtively watched his Triboulet blithely.
"True." smiled the king. "The ques
master and the princess. In contrast
tlpn of breach of hospitality might not
to his composure Jacqueline's uierrl
to say. fool?"
ment seemed the more unrestrained. occur. What have you
to the object of
hands
her
continued,
lie
turning
witch,
a
like
Κ lie laughed
and malicious
flashed with pretty gestures, and she Îhe buffoon's insidious
hud so tossed her head her hair floated ittack.
"Laugh," whispered Jacqueline, furarouud her, wild and disordered
the arm of the duke's
"Why are you so quiet?" she whls tively pressing
fool. "Laugh or"—
to the duke's fool.

pered

tranquilly answered

•

"There Is some Justice In what yon
eny." he returned, hie manner that of
a man who has carefully weigh.nl and
considered a matter. "I confis toj
partiality for the thick of the fray, the
brunt of the tight, where men press
all around you."
"Assuredly, my lord; for then the

"Sing hoddy doddy,
Noddy!
The duke and the fool"—

and Ills wooden sword.
Indifferently regarded the wand and
"I suppose." whispered Jacqueline to the wooden figure upou it without movthe duke's fool, when the attention of ing from the chair.
the company was thus withdrawn from
"You have uo fear?" questioned the
the jester's end of the table, "you duke quietly.
think yourself In fine favor now?"
"Fear?
Why should I?"
"Yes," he answered absently; "thanks
Yawning, the foal stretched his arms,
to your suggestion."
looking not at the nobleman, but be"My suggestion !" she repented scorn- yond him, and instinctively the prinfully. "I gave you none."
cess" betrothed peered over his sh ml"Well, then, your crossing Triboulet." der In the semidarkness behind, while
"Oh. that." she replied, picking at a his hand quickly sought his sword.
bunch of grapes, "was to defend my
"Fie. most noble duke!" exclu iniel

that the color rose in her cheek. Be-1
hold, the statue was touched with life, t
and she looked at him as drawn
<
against her will! 'If my hand be cold,
'It !
my lord,' she answered courteously,
belles the character of your welcome.'
Whereupon he laughed like one who

and din of the king's own bard, ο
clamor always Just subservient to the
an
deeper chorus of the royal party,
accompaniment, as It were, full, yet
unobtrusive, to the hubbub from the

not. sire?"

plied.

few moments as best he might the unlucky dwarf raised his arms above his
head and fairly fled from the hall, upon yourself."
leaving behind In his haste a bagpipe
"What? My fate*/ Oh, yes!" And he

fingers,:

has hud a victory."
"Reshrew me," said the king, modifying his last observation, "if women
I neither
are not all eyes and ears!
heard nor saw all that. A little constraint—a natural blush to punctuate
their talk—the meeting seemed conven·

ly.
"Why

The other table.s responded
with a cross fire, and heavier article·
succeeded lighter until after having
endured the continuous attack for a

me warm blood could i
through this little hand.' At!

warrant

course

'And

betray

KT.enk. but did not.
"Well, rascal, well?" called out the
king. "Do you think your wnnd will
save you, sirrah?" he added impatient-

assault.

confidence in so large a company."
"And yet. eire, at their first meeting
be did not comport himself like one
easily put out," persisted the favorite.
"
'Tis with a cold hand you welcome
her Inme. princess,' he said, noticing
sensibility of manner. Then rising b· ;
gazed upon her long and deep, as a
soldier might survey a battlefield.
said lie, still holding her

With the eyes of the company upon
him the dufce's fo<>l Impassively studied the earven^flgure ou his stick. If
lie felt fear of the king's inn er, the refect; cut of his master or the malice of
the dwarf his countenance now did not
He had seemed about to
It.

thoughtfully.

ed.
"Wlint was that?" he said, starting.
"How «in I tell?" she returned,
studying him.
"You can tell a great deal," he re-

resentful. Idly the joculatrlx regardoil him. her hands upon the table plrtyher lips faintly
lug with the
repeating the words of roundelay:
"For lovo is madness:
While mulness rules
Foois In love
Remain l>ut fools!

«I or; ΐ!·)\ν: roistering. love ηι-r!:!;îiî!
Francis? Not one of t'.c
Ohrir'es?
troop would leave me fcr emner.;:·
king! Not u!.e hut would fo!l«nv in·1

••Why.* Le said, with u strange lile back, with his feet in the uir! \ou.
laugh, "there's a day for the duke and my lord, are the boar; big. clumsy,
a d:iy for the tool."
brutal! Shall we begin the sport? I
"Why did you not answer them with promis· to prick you with every rush.
The prospective bridegroom paused
wliat was tirst In your mind?" she ask-

The touch and her words appeared to
him from his lethargy, and the
Jester arose, but not before the princess, with darning cheeks, but proud
bearing, had cast a quick glance in hie
direction, a glance half appealing, half
arouse

Author of "The Strollers"
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—That's what a prominent
iruggist said of Scott's
Emulsion a short time
don't
;^o. As a rule we
testimonials
to
refer
or
ise
η addressing the public,
jut the above remark and

similar expressions are
iiade so often in connecι ;ion with Scott's Emulsion
:hat they are worthy of
From
note.
( occasional
Scott's
old
to
age
infancy
Emulsion offers a reliable
means of remedying improper and weak develop<

ment, restoring lost flesh
ind vitality, and repairing
waste. The action of
Scott's Emulsion is no
more of a secret than the
composition of the Emul

sion itself. What it does
it does through nourishment—the kind of nourishment that cannot be obtained in ordinary food.

No system is too w^ak or
delicate to retain Scott's

Emulsion and
fro in it.

gather good

Ve will uad you

•ample

fret.

&

B« iuf c that this picture in th·
form of · Ubcl Uon the wrappcf
of cttrf bottU of Emukiocj you
buy.

scon & BOWNE
Chemists
409 Pari St.. Ν. T.
50c. ui $1; all

tatfWfc

Mr Shut

thr Klrf In.

bright lad was given a dime the
he had
>ther day by a visitor to whom
of the
icen exhibited as the pride
The youngster promptly
loiisehold.
A

his room
ost the coin under the bed in
md in searching for it with a lighted
He
•andle set tire to the bedding.
'otiud the dime and went downstairs
the conλ 11hout saying a word about
the
lagration. A few minutes later
lead of the house sniffed suspiciously.
Ί smell smoke." he remarked. "Some·
adJilug's burning." "It's my room,"
he
nitted the youthful prodigy, "but."
with a tlash >>f the

ulded reassuringly,

so
jrightness In which the family took
I
Mich pride, "the tire can't get out.
de-

The lire
•losed the door tight."
in time to save the
ι lartmcnt arrived
1 louse.—Philadelphia Kecord.
An Olil Cure For Sourv).
t
to be

regularly

Scurvy used

eitel

the
rlien it was possible by huryin·
to their necks in fiv.di
latients
ιιρ
ι
Mirth, a practice olllcially recommend·
in a ecu·
il In the Hritlsh navy less th
of the crew of t u»
:ury ago. Twenty
on t:.,·
frigate Monde were so tre.Uei
1 '·»ihore of Donna Maria bay. Santo
softest
the
in
were
dug
Holes
ningo.
the e
toll on the beach. Into each of
and buried to his chili,
man was

put

ivhile a detachment of their shipmate!
(lies froai
(vas told off to keep the
in this
their faces. They were kept
tro.txmltloii for two hours, and the
uent was ho effective that four days
leall the sufferers were nble to
ater

I0I11 the frigate.
Looking GlnmiFH In Collin·.

connectOue of the ancient customs
to place
*1 with Swedish funerals was
the cotRn of
ι small looking glass In
when the
in unmarried female, so that
able
iist trump sounds she might be
It was the
to arrange her tresses.
to
practice for Scandinavian maidens
while
ivear their hair (lowing loosely,
the matrons wore It bound about the

lead aud generally covered with some
Torm of cap; hence the unmarried wont
man was Imagined as awakening
the judgment day with 111 >re untlJy
I
locks than her welded sisters an
more In need of a glass.- Wesîuilnst-.T
Itevlew
Time'· riiiinsrr·.

"It used to please me." said Olden,
'to have the barber ask me If I want·
ni a shave when I was a youngster."
"Yes?"
"Yes, and now he sometimes flattera
me by asking If I want a hair cut."·—

Philadelphia I-edger.
Λ

Jlrnn

luxlniintlon.

Towne—There goes Slopsy. lie must
Browne--Why. he
t»e In debt again.
looks quite prosperous. That suit of his
Towne-Yes. that's why
s quite new.
[ say he must be in debt.

ESTABLISHED 18».

The

ftsford flcmocrat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

a

E4IUr« ·■<!

Forbes,

Pr«prUt«rs.

tilUIMI M. ATWOOU.

A. K. ro«KS.

TtKNS
II.V) a year If paid strictly to advance.
< Uberwlse ti.OU » year. Single copie· 4 cents.
—

All legal advertisements
AI'TEKTieFKF.STe.·
•re given three connective Insertions for tl.50
per Inch In length of column. Special contracta
made with local, transient an«l yearly advertla—

era.

Job Γκμτιχο:—New type, fast presaea, steam
power. experienced workmen an<l low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete anil popular.

Coming Events.
Feb. 7.—Oxford Pomona

Grauge, Bryant's Poml.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
You Seed a Sleigh Healer.
Keady to Wear Specials.
It Is a Fact.
Ko id Taxes In Unincorporated Places.
Wanted.
1 Desire to Express.
Legislative Notice.
Underwear Sale.
Horse for Sale.

Mere and There.
The Boston Herald cousiders tbe fact
worthy of note that this year even the
country weekly papers published the inaugural address of Governor Douglas in
full. In Maine it has been the custom
for many years for the country weeklies
to publish the governor's address, they
being enabled to do this promptly and
cheaply by reason of arrangements made
by courtesy of the governor. Since this
custom was inaugurated several terms
since it has been observed by each new

incoming governor.

The Russian naval losses during the
present war foot up a tofal of fortv-tive
vessels, representing a nionev loss which
is

appallingly

enormous.

Russia's Baltic fleet has been ordered
home since the fall of Port Arthur. Tbe
third division of the Baltic fleet, which
has been delayed iu the Mediterranean,
is proceeding through the Suez Canal on
its way to the Far East. The main
portion of the Baltic fleet has disappeared, and is supposed to be in hiding somewhere off the east coast of Africa. We
know these things are so, because they
are leading features iu the mostreceut
war
news.
Meanwhile, where is the
Baltic fleet and what is it going to do?

Soliciting business is unprofessional,
according to the ancient and honored
code, but a victim of a recent railroad
disaster says that on the day following

the accident it seemed as if "half the
lawyers in the city" wrote to hiui with a
view to taking bis claim for damages.
Not all members of tbe profession are
governed strictly by the code, it seems.
The red tape necessary in formally
casting the electoral votes for president
and vice-president is quite costly stuff

by the yard. The payroll of the Maine
electoral college, which costs six votes,
amounts to 5-fcÎS.
Probably

if the newspapers had not
to the fact, very
few people would have known that last
Monday was the day when Theodore
Roosevelt was formally elected president
and Charles W. Fairbanks vice-president.
The actual election has been over for
two months.

called special attention

Homer sometimes nods.
An editorial
in the Boston Herald refers to the time
when a man "tirst begau" on a certain
line of action.
Western railroads are considering the
of changing the title of the
passenger brakemau to guard. Brakeman is really an outgrown term in these
days of air brakes, but old habits die
hard.

question

The Springfield Republican want» the
postmark dated ou the circulars which it

receives through the mails. That is all
right, but as fur as the circulars which
come to this office are
concerned, the
government would do better service by
losing nine-tenths of them, than by dating them.

Regarding

the

Brown

Tail

Moth.

The experiment station at the I'niversity of Maine is doing a good service in
calling the attention of the people to the
danger from the threatened invasion of
the brown tail moth. To be strictly
correct, however, that word threatened
should be dropped, as the pest has already made its appearance in tbe state
and seems to be spreading with more or
less rapidity along the railroads, in lines
of advance which had not been antici-

pated.

A bulletin recently issued from the experiment station points out the great
danger from this moth as compared with
the caterpillars which, at interval» of a

few years, appear iu such hordes and
destroy the orchards. The brown tail
moth, unlike the caterpillar, has uo
natural enemies sufficiently developed
to hold it in check, and lighting by man's
unaided etfort is the only way of subduing it.
Only one practical method of tighting
the insect is suggested by the station,
and that calls for the individual cooperation of every citizeu in collecting
the winter nests and burning them. If
every one of these nests is burned, of
course the insect is exterminated.
Such
a plan
may be practical, but at first
thought it is only its utter hopelessness
that impresses one. In times of an invasion of caterpillars, some farmers iu
the spring picked large quantities of the
bunches of eggs from their fruit trees,
but few of them were rewarded by seeing their orchards even reasonably
exempt from the pest in the summer.
The brown tail is not confined to fruit
trees, but ranges over a wide variety of
vegetation, and an attempt to overcome
him by this method appears some like
dipping up the Atlantic with a bucket.
The experiment station has issued au
illustrated bulletin (10S), giving a description of the progress of the pest, and
it is also issuing plaçants for posting
a picture of the winter nest.
Its
ulletin would be more valuable if it
were confined to the one species, instead
of which it gives illustrations of several
other pests, thus failing to concentrate
the attention of the reader on the one
thing most necessary to be emphasized.
The winter nests referred to are found
inside of two or three leaves joined together, as shown in tbe illustrations. À
picture gives some idea of the appearance of the thing, but an actual nest
would be much more valuable an an
object lesson. To distribute good uests
for purposes of illustration would be
some like circulating cholera germs in
unsealed vials for purposes of study;
but if there is any method by which the
caterpillars could be destroyed without
materially affecting the appearance of
the nests, some of the nests thus rendered harmless placed on exhibition in
various places would furnish a means of
education which would be useful at least
in giving warning of the appearance of
t'ie pest in any new locality.

fiving

Maine's criminal record for the past
year shows not a single murder case to
come
before the courts.
There were
murders at East Deering and Kumford
Falls which were promptly followed by
the suicide of tbe murderer. As near
as can be determined there were 160
fatal accidents in Maine during the year.
Tbe greatest number of these was by
drowning, 00 people losing their lives in
this way. There were at least 11 fatal
hunting accidents; five were suffocated
by gas; four were killed in trolley car
accidents; two men were gored to death
by bulls and fatalities were caused in
various other ways. The number of
donble drowning -accidents has been unusually large, there being at least 11 of

them.

The community vu «widened Friday
when the death of Mr. Qeorge
Ryerson waa announced. For the past
week it was known a brave fight was
being made against disease but hie host
of friends had hoped for his recovery.
Mr. Ryerson was a young man who by a
noon
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Horatio Bump··.
Maine New· Not··.
Dr. Austin Tenney,
Horatio Bompux died at hli home In
Listo
has
Locke
Mrs. El va Ε.
gone
comdeath
Dec.
Slat,
rakefield, Mass.,
I ton to stay three month· with her
A Bath secret order recently
u g very saddenly from heart failure.
H®
( laughter, Mr*. Harold Gerrlah.
a candidate aeed 86 ye»"·
I
in Hebron, May |
was
born
Mr.
Bumpus
On Tuesday, the 10th, a little ion waa f( ir the social features and took his de I
1886, and was the son of Samuel and
»
I torn to Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rowe.
rees with several other
R ebecoa (Kingeley) Bumpus. On Preei-1
Last Friday, Alton C. Wheeler of w iy9 that be Is going to try to get what
d »nt Lincoln's first call for troops, in
5 iouth Paris was in town and visited the f, in there is going, while he lives.
A prll, 1861, he enlisted as a private for
t chools.
A riffus Bearce, 10 years old, wasrunltl tree years in Co. K, 5th regiment, I
Mrs. P. S. Parnum made a business
killed at
aloe volunteers. He was promoted tu !
fer and
will he at Elm House, Norway,
I rip to Portland Saturday.
£* hursday instantly
and c, trporal the following September, and in ;
a Bangor
evening
by
Feb. 2, and 1st Thuriday
The lecture last Wednesday evening
^hursday,
He,
I ηβ oojN jne, 1862, was made a sergeant.
rnnatnok passenger train.
Office
month.
i >y Rev. B. S. Rideout was interesting ^
c
f
each
following
finit
I
of
Bull
Run,
the gates at the crowing « as in the great battles
d odged
,rul contained much valuable informaP. M.
to
m.
A.
Malvern
locomotiv
f
the
4
Hill,
Gaines
run
la
id
Mills,
„d
ours,
*
second,
10:30
directly against
t ion regarding the two countries, Russia
South
1 A ntietam, Fredericksburg and
V Thy he should do so is not known.
Eyes Examined free.
s ind Japan, with the comparisons deother
and
engagements,
lountain,
many
« iidedly in favor of the latter country as
It Is not always the bad penny which I
B e was twice wounded, once seriously,
I ο progression in modern scientific im- r jturns.
About ten years ago a little I
Wanted.
# id once a prisoner, at Salem Church,
to travel
1 movements, education, religious toléra- g irl at Parkhurst scratched her *n,tial' L
was soon after paroled
He
or gentleman of fair education
Lady
irginia.
There was a good audience 0
I ion, etc.
cent and spent It for candy. AI
Salary $1,072 per
ad
was later enrolled in the Veteran f or a Arm of $160,000 capital.
] )resent, including a large number of the y oung man at Caribou, who happenedUo # eserve
Corps, and honorably discharged car an<l expenses, paid weekly. Address Mc.
ι ichool children who were admitted free. £ now the young lady's
U.PKRCIVAL, South Pari·,
t Washington, June 24, 1864.
to
?rior to the lecture an "Evening Song" 0 [ the cent last week and returned it to
the war Mr. Bumpus resided in
After
S.
Mrs.
1 ».v Herbert Johnson was sung by
^ er bv letter. The story of its wanderShoals for sale.
/ uburn and June 14, 18fi4, married Miss
Γ White in a most acceptable manner. ], tga would be an interesting one.
1
c eorgia Albee of Machias and came to
of good shoats for sale.
number
A
tfr. Rideout was then introduced to the
Commissioner Nickereon of the Maine \ Wakefield twenty-three years ago. He
mdience by Rev. D. P. Nelson. The
B. F. CUMMINGS,
® aheries commission, In his biennial I ν as employed many years in Thomas
ι let proceeds for the library association
Sons shoe factory, and reimerson's
South Paris.
r unnrt save that In the two years
Dec. 5, 1904.
just
vill be about $14.
6 nded the total value of the Maine fish- c sntl·* in the shoe factory of Harvey B.
The Wednesday Club met last week
He was greatly valued in Wake® ries has reached an aggregate of *16,707,- I Ivans.
STATE OF MAINE.
with Mrs. L. C. Bates with a good numThe weight of the two years catch I f eld as a citizen, and by a large circle of
0 31
The special programme
jer present.
>XrORD, SS :
tbe
are
to
There
December ses
elected
twice
f riends, and was
J ;<>urt of County Commissioners,
"Noted a ggregates 20,403,420 pounds.
resides current events was
within and for
1 8 175 men in the business, and the t oard of Overseers of the Poor. He had
slon, A. I). 1904, held at Pari*,the la*t Tuesday
on
Events for Making History of 1904," by
the Mid County of Oxford,
a v'erage man oaught and produced eac 11 een a member of Poet 12, filling various
the 27th day of
The following
lie several members.
of December, A. D. 1904, being
The total invest, 8 ubordinate positions, until bis election
ear 11,838 pounds.
said month.
tfticers were elected by the club for the
Wut ParU.

THE OXFORD BEARS.
Paris mil.

Baptist Church, Her. K. O. Taylor,pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. Sunday genial courteous manner always won
Sabbath Evening Service at friends. After the death of his father,
School at li H7:30 r. M. Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesuav evening,
the late Charles Ryerson, he entered
frayer Meeting Thursday evening at ? 30. Cove
nant Meeting the last Friday before the lu
upon a business that seemed to promise
All
not
M.
Sundav of the month at 2:30 r.
success and the future held the promise
irtherwlse connected are cordially Invited.
fulfillment of happy anticipations,
UnlvereaUat Church, Bev. J. H. l.lttle. Pastor. uf the
Preaching service every Sunday at 10:45 A. M. The deepest sympathy is felt for his
Sunday School at 11 :« A. M.
mother and those upon whom the blow
Kev. Mr. Little having been called has indeed fallen heavily.
Mr. Edmund Holt has been quite ill
away to attend two funerals, no services
were held at the Universalist church on the past week.
Miss Ruby Clark line been teaching in
Sunday.
The annual roll call and supper at the the brick building the past week as
Baptist church will be held by post- substitute for Miss Twaddle.
The chair shop will open Monday after
ponement on Tuesday afternoon and
weeks.
evening of the present week. If the day a shut down *>f three or four
should be very stormy, it will occur on Since the last falls of snow lumber has
been hauled in and business will be
the tirst fair day following.
Λ new triangle for road breaking has rushing.
Mr. II. A. Packard, who has been in
made its appearance and the result is
General Hospital for
one of the best of roads between here the Central Maine
be.
and South Paris. Almost everything for a surgical operation, expects to soon
road breaking has been tried tirst and able to return.
The C. E. Society are to give a banquet
last, but for a perfect winter road the
in the dining room of the Congregational
triangle is by far the best.
William E. At wood and Lawrence Mc- church next Wednesday evening. After
Farland, students at Hebron Academy, the dinner the toasts and speeches will
A (irat-class menu
made a snowshoe trip to Paris Hill Sat- prove interesting.
urday, coining in a direct line over and entertainment is promised.
Xumber Four Hill and Singepole.
Qreenwood.
Buckf leld
Some of the wood haulers grumbled
Abby Keen is visiting in Brockton. because the snow did not come earlier
in the winter so as to make sledding,
Annie Cole is visiting in Boston.
Mr. I.yon and wife of Rumford Falls and now they grumble about the same
have recently visited Mrs. Lyon's grand- amount because there is so much snow.
They say that six inches that fell Thursparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. B. At wood.
Mr. and Mrs. Ο. E. Waite are poorly. day was just so much an over-producMr. Wm. Irish, who has been ill, is tion;and to tell the truth, we almost
improving.
thought so ourself while out in the
C. M. Irish bas been quite sick with thickest of it, assisting in butchering a
2tf0 pound pig. Still, we are trying hard
measles.
The G. A. K. Post met at Nezinscot to be reconciled by thinking that possiHall Friday for a public installation of bly just that quantity of snow was needed somewhere if not here.
officers.
The Nezinscot History Club met TuesFriday morning roadbreaking again,
day with Mrs. ('. II. Prince. The Buck- so that the mail distributer can get
Held Literary Club met with Mrs. A. T. along; since to do without him now
would be simply out of the question, or
Cole.
The funeral of Lucius Record was at- at least it would be living at a poor
tended Thursday by Rev. Eleanor B. dying rate.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Morgan gave
Forbes. Mr. Record was about 70 years
of age, unmarried, his home being at their entertainment Wednesday evening,
ill
of
he
became
N'ortb Buck Held. Since
and several teams passed here on their
But since we have
cancer iu the mouth he has been kindly way to the festival.
caret! for by his sister, Mrs. David heard nothing of the result, there seems
Record, and husband, of this village. to be only so much to report. Perhaps
He was a native of Buckth-ld and re- there may be more in due time.
That change in Dr. Lyman Abbott's
spected by all.
Mrs. Emily Sliaw has moved from theology, or his theological somersault,
Hartford to her home here, her son Bert as some call it, is causing something of
a perturbation in the so called Chriscoming with her.
Dr. Win. P. Bridgham, 88 years of tian world. Hut we fail to see the need
Wedneswas
seen
of any disturbance, since facts are not
aye, saws some wood;
<1 »v shoveling snow, after which he took changed a single iota. Creeds may, and
two pails and got some water, later often do, change; but facts never.
Mrs. Charles Swan, who has been dom>ing down to the village, one-fourth of
a mile.
ing the work in Willis'· camp, is now so
Besides the G. A. R. installation Fri- sick as to require the aid of two physiday at Nezinscot Hall, a ladies' aid was cians, and it is thought dobtful if she
does any more labor this winter.
organize*!, and a dance in the evening.
Salathiel Tilton is very low.
Bert Swan and wife, formerlv of West
Paris, are visiting at Sylvester Cole's.
Northwest Bethel.
Beginning with December, five persons
W. S. Dori'y, scaler for the American have passed away, with all of whom we
this
boards
at
Seth
Mason's
were well acquainted—Lucius B. Alley,
Realty Co.,
winter.
Horace Judkins, Charles Bessey, Frank
Dell Stearns has been out of the woods M. Cole and A Men Chase.
sick for a number of «lavs.
A lady wishes us to inform Mr. Page
A Mr. Brown has been a guest at O. and his daughter, Mrs. Andrews of
W. Elliugwood's fur some time.
Tacoma. that she also has a rose in full
Mrs. Henry Perkins has returned from bloom; but she didn't mention the fact
her visit at Portland.
that her rose blossomed in the house inOur mail man did not make his trip stead of in the gardeu, which fact makes
the Tth. The storm blocked bim, the a wide difference.
second time since he became carrier.
East Sumner.
Hebron.
In the death of Mr. Thomas L. Foster
Prof. Brainard returned to his school which occurred on or about New Year's
Mrs. day, the town has lost one of its most
in Gardner, Mass., last week.
Brainard will so in a few days.
respected and upright citizens. Honest
Miss Mary Thompson, with her niece, and faithful in the discharge of every
from Portland, has been visiting her duty entrusted to him he gained the respect of all who knew him. He was a
sister, Mrs. Fred Sturtevant.
The Ladies' Circle gave a supper in worthy member of the Masonic, Odd
Fellows and Grange orders, and- also a
their parlor Tuesday.
There was an all day grange meeting member of the Free Baptist society.
He never married and had of late lived
Wednesday in Grange Hall.
Ira Bearce still continues in very poor with his brother, Geo. B. Foster, at the
old homestead. Funeral services were
health.
We were misinformed in regard to held at the Congregational church on
It was his brother Tuesday, Jan. 3d, conducted bv Rev. L.
Kalpb Glover.
Howard who is in Orono. Ralph is still W. Mut tart.
On Saturday, the 14th inst, the receipts
teaching on Brighton Hill.
We will say to the Greenwood corre- of a grange dinner were for the Old
spondent that Rev Sylvester Besse died Ladies' Home at Norway. A worthy
a few years ago at Germantown, Pa., and
object.
F. L. Barrett has recently shipped
('has. B.
was buried at Lincoln Centre,
Bessey was the youngest of fourteen several car loads of apples from East
children. Only one of the number is Sumner station.
C. Foster and Ε. I. Brown have sevnow living. Mrs. Joseph Donnel, of New
eral teams here in their wood and lumYork City.
ber business.
Hartford.
Peru.
Miss Hortense Whittemore of Kast
Andover is caring for her aunt, Mrs.
Mr. Thomas St ill man's baby is sick
with pneumonia.
Mary D. Child.
Roscoe and Lewis Child are at Howe's
The New England Telephone ComCorner packing apples for Charles Tiiu- pany is putting in a line in this town
berlake.
and Dix field and most of the farmers
Quite a number from Hartford attend- have subscribed for it.
ed the dance at Liveruiore.
On the 7th we had a heavy snow
storm and it turned to rain and filled
East Hebron.
all the spring* with water.
The snow storm last week was one of
\V. II. Walker is sick and confined to
the most severe of several years, and the his bed.
in
this
localirain was needed very much
West Sumner.
ty. Our road ageuts had a long, hard
Mrs. Cynthia Bisbee lias gone to South
job of breaking the crust and making a
good smooth road.
Woodstock to spend the remainder of
The overseer aud all his workmen the winter with Mrs. F. L. Wyiuan.
worked on the railroad Sunday shoveling
Mr. Herbert Jewett is in Brunswick,
the snow otT the track.
Me., this week.
Miss Olive Hcrsey of Auburn is visitEarl, little son of Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
ing her cousin, Mrs. J. E. Dunbar, in Dunham, is very ill. Pneumonia was
her new home.
feared, hut it is hoped that may be
Jan. 2d, born to the wife of George avoided.
Allen, a son.
Mr. and Mrs. I. O. Swift and daughter
Quarterly meeting in the F. B. church are all sick with the measles, but are
is in session.
comfortable at preseut. Mr. and Mrs.
School closes Friday with an exhibi- Walter Chandler and two little oues
tion in the evening in Grange Hall
were there and expect to have their turn
They have a small fee for admission. at the same disease. It is hoped they
The receipts go to obtain a stand for the may all soon recover.
Mrs. Minnie Newell is at Mrs. I. O.
dictionary they purchased last fall with
the proceeds of that exhibition. The Swift's for a while.
interested
in
their
pupils are greatly
At a private dancing party given Dec.
school and have been anxious not to .'JOtb, and at the regular circle Ja·. β,
lose a day that they could avoid, and Mr. Clinton Bisbee has furnished music.
are hoping Miss liearce will teach when
Every one enjoyed him much and prethe spring returns.
dict that he will become an expert
Apples are still being shipped in lar<:e violinist.
quantities from different directions.
F. K. McLaughlin has been in Boston
Colds and coughs are the general com this week, leaving Monday night, replaints, and have been the last month.
turning Thursday.
Charles Keene has gone to Paris to
Apple packers are in town putting up
work hauling wood, and has a young
apples bought by Cummings. Those of
man collecting cream in his place while
I.O.Swift, A. G. Farrar aud Richmond
gone.
Tuttle have been put up this week.
D'amond l'erry's son is gaining slowly
and doing as well as can be expected
Newry.
with his severe injuries.
Edmund Chapman of North Newry,
Cyrus Snell of Turner is failing this who l.as beeu in poor health for a long
cold weather.
time, is in the hospital in Portland. He
has a painful thumb and it is thought it
Denmark.
will have to be amputated. He is an
D. D. G. M. Cook, of Cornish, installman aud has been a great sufferer
ed the officers of Denmark Lodge, No. aged
from stomach troubles for many months.
50, I. O. O. F.. Tuesday evening, iu an
The severe illness of George Ryerson
able and pleasing manner, assisted by
of Bethel, caused by appendicitis, foi
G. M. ( haplin. After the installation
which he has submitted to two operaan oyster supper was served.
a great deal of anxiety
On Thursday evening, D. D. P., Mrs. tions, is causing
to his friends and it is earnestly hoped
Warner, assisted by her marshal, inrecover.
stalled the officers of Silver Kebekah he may
The death of Fesseuden Stearns of
Lodge, No 19. An oyster supper was
Norway, formerly of this town, where
also served at this installation.
occurred after a
It is reported that A. H. Witham has he had man) friends,
long illness from paralysis, a week ago.
purchased the Frank Jewett house.
survive.
Mrs. Ada Swan was stricken with A widow and two daughters
paralysis Thursday morning and is now
East Bethel.
very sick.
Miss Jennie Swan visited relatives at
Mrs. Lucy A. Head died of pneumonia
week.
the llth after a short illness. She was South Paris last
Mr. Dennis W. Cole has gone to Wash71 years of age.
he will spend the
Mrs. Charles Perkins died after a long ington, D. C., where
Fred H. and
and painful illness Tuesday, the llth, at winter with hie sons,
Elmer D. Cole, who are in bueiness in
their home.
that city.
Miss Rose Kimball has returned from
Lovell.
will spend a short vacation at
The Woman's Library Club have hired Saco and
the "Skating Kink" for a term of four her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. W. Bartlett visited in
years of H. U. Wiley aud it will be fitted
Lewiston and Auburn last week.
up for socials and entertainments.
Mr. Gerry Brooks visited his sister
John A. Fox has sold his horse !o N.
T. Fox and bought a younger one of H. here last week.
W. Palmer.
Brownfield.
Geo. W. Walker was at home over
There is a combination of rain, hail
from
Sunday
Augusta.
The rain of last week helped the wells and snow covering the ground to-day.
There is a water famine in this village.
some here, but water ia scarce still.
Mr. William Boynton continues quite
Many aie sick with colds.
feeble.
Fred Meserve is on the sick list.
Gilead.
Mrs. Orin Davis is visiting at Mr. John
Our church is cloaed for the winter.
Sands'.
The Berlin tea man passes -this way
On account of bad weather last Sunonce a month.
day there were no services at the
The grange met Friday night. The Uni versaiist church.
tint and second degrees were conferred
Mr. Hobson of Conway Centre was in
on two member*.
town this week.
The farmers got their ice in very good
I asked a man to-day if he couldn't
condition before the storm.
give me an item for my paper. He said
It must have been very pleasing to no, he couldn't, as the roads were so
those who have been troubled about not bad his wife hadn't beeu able to go this
having plenty of water, to have a thaw. week on her gossiping rounds as usual, ;
There is not as much business being so be didn't know nothing that was going
done ia town m laat winter.
oa.
I fait very sorry.
First
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candi,da]®?·
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Oculist,
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under
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Pres.—Mrs. Ella W. nates.
Vloe-Pres.—Mrs. Alice E. Nelson.
Sec and Treis —Mrs. Emma W. Mann.

Paris

West

Grange held

an

neeting on Saturday, Jan. 14.
*aK a special business meeting

all day
There
in the

'orenoon and at noon a dinner was served to the members present. In theafterιοοη fifty or more were present and after
:lie opening the officers elected for the
Misuing year were installed by Past
Master W. II. Lurvey assisted by Brother
J. Abbott and Sister Mildred P.
Davis:
Worthy Master—Ernest Ε Field.
Overseer—Charles S. Marshall.
Lecturer—Freeman I.. Wymsn.
Steward—Gerald Λ Swift.
Asst. Steward—Charles S Dudley.
Chaplain—Augusta A. Peck.
Secretary—Millie Fields.
Treasurer— lesse C. Howe.
G K.—II< rat'o B. Hammond.
Pomona—Mabel L CurtK
Flora—Nellie F. I.lttlehale.
Cere»—Addle M Stone.
Laity Assistant—Kva M. Mar-hall.
Chorister— A. E. Marshall.
Organist—Mrs. Lllla .1. M irshall.
Librarian—Ada K. Uarden.

$3,144,347.

A woman near Agamenticus who
t0
icked berries all
nough money to visit the St. Louis
Beach
to
the
York
down
came

Cole.

Saturday evening at the regular
meeting of West Paris Lodge, No. 15, I.
Last

Ο. Ο. F., the third degree was conferred
ou two candidates.
Following are their
new officers for the coming year of liKJô:
Ν. G.-Oscar G. '"handler.
V. (ί —Otis A. turtle
Rec Sec.—Pet»r C. Flckett.
Fin. Sec.—W. II. Lurvey.
David Emmons.
Treas
K.S.N G —J. H.Colo.
L. S. N. G.—W 111e V. Redding.
R. S V. G.—Geo M.Tubbs.
L. S. V. G.—Wesley E. Ring.
Warden—Alvln I». Swift.
Conductor—Percy C. Mayhew.
R S. S.—Francis A. Mc Mister.
Moses A. Swan.
L. S. S
I». G.—E. R. Davis.
I. G —Albion L. Tubbs.
P. G.—M.S. Davis.

l·

ι

few from

John Robinson is somewhat out of
health and his physician advises a winter
in the south.
Rev. W. F. Berry of Kent's Hill lectured Wednesday evening. Subject, "Maine
Woods."
The Y. P. S. C. E. have elected the
following officers for the year:
Pres.—Mr. Ε. H Pratt
Vlce-Pres.—Mrs. Cook.
>cc.—Mrs. Hanscom.
Treav—Mrs llazen
Prayer Meeting Com —Mrs. Richmond.
Missionary Com —Mrs. Fisher.
Lockout—Mrs
Newport, Mrs. Frost,

Mrs.

Klden
Music—Lu'u St ne.
Social—Mrs. Starblrd, Resale Newport, Evle
Parrott.
Flower—Miss Corning, Mrs. Frost.
Tcui|>erance— Lulu Stone, Evle Parrott.
The Congregational Sunday School
have choscn the following officers:
Sup T'.ntendent— Rev. Mr. Newport.
Assistant Superintendent—Mrs Geo. Towne.
Secretary—Mrs. C. F SUrblrd.
Treasurer— Mrs. Ν. Τ Flsber.
Ltbrai lan—Evlo Parrott
Assl-tunt Librarian—liertella Towne.
Musician—Lulu Stone.

they

Clearance Sale.

our

well worth the

are
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and waists.

wear

glance

Here

are

tlit-se

at

price.

COATS.

DNE LOT Infants' Lung Cloaks of cream Bedford cord, sateen lined, larjie collar
Sale price $1.);;
trimmed with silk braid, regular price $2.25,

)NE LOT infants'Coats of eider down, sizes 1 to 3 years, sateen lined, bailor
Sale price Wc.
collar with silk braid, regular price $1,118,
[)NE LOT Children's Coat* of all wool flannel, sateen lined, trimmed with white
Sale price 11 cj
braid and brass button*, regular price $3.25,
sailor
blue
with
lined
sateen,
collar,
trimmed
large
light
[)NE LOT Velvet Coats,
with white silk braid, sizes 3 to 0 years, black, blue and brown, regular

price; $4.50,

Sale price fci.25

.......

DRESSES.

CHILDREN'S
ONE LOT French

style,

lined throughout, 2

trimmed with white Moutaclie braid and pearl button*,
Sale price 'j>c.
5 years, regular price $1.25,

to

ONE LOT Dresses of cotton and wool cashmere, red and blue, plaited skirt,
black pateut leather belt, ruffle around yoke, trimmed with white soutaelie
Sale price *| '.·«
braid and satin ribbon, lined, regular price $2.50,

SHIRT WAISTS.
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;

\
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After the installation a programme of
entertainment was given as follows:
1. Selection by the choir.
i. Son r, When the Sunset Turns to Gold,
Eva Marsha1!.
!. Selections on the graphophone,
F. L Wyman
and Stella
Mrs. Abbie Washburn
Churchill are working for Mrs. J. Η.

We have many

the County
year ago to the office of Post Com- (
County Commissioners for
A. D.
of Oxford, in the mon'h of September,
lander. Mr. Bumpus was an active and
actual
Inspection
made
law,
by
as
provided
LOT Waists of nuns' veiling iu blue, red. white and piuk, sleeve and back
evoted member of tbe First Baptist 904.
and
located
open for ONE
if the County roads duly
hurch in Wakefield. He was also a ; ravel lying In unincorporated townships and
clusters of six pin tucks, front has yoke and nine pin tucks on each *ide,
have
In said
lember of Androscoggin Lodge of Odd , racta of land hereinafter ment'oned the con
Sale price $1.75
lined, regular price $2.08,
the purpo e of ascert lining
for
Oiinty,
of Auburn.
the amount
ailroad station the other day all dressed 'ellows
lltlun of said road η and estimating
w ith black tiuure.
and
red
dark
brown
sale
cotton
be
Mrs.
to
of
Waists
a
as
so
goods,
heavy
widow,
ONE LOT
He is survived by
iceded to put the same In repair
d in killing style and ready to start on I
for public travel; and It appear
Sale price
Bumpus, and an only son, Mr. ind convenient
tucked front, plain back, regular price 08c.,
roads were not
long journey. Wh«.told10»ttk. leorgia
on said Inspection that said
He
Wakefield.
ng
of
H.
for
'red
Bumpus
and convenient
Sale
itr fair liad closed she did not express
η good repair an·! not safe
25c.
value,
white,
price I.' ] _v
and that a tax should ONE LOT pretty Neckwear,
eaves a brother, Augustus Bumpus of
She merely pauspurposes or public travel
of said
ny disappointment.
Laura
Mrs.
on said lands for the repair
four
assessed
other
and
sisters,
!>e
and
values.
thexe
I
show
to
lebron,
many
equal
you
We will be glad
d a moment in thought, then exclaimed
do therefore on the 27th dav
Mrs. Joseph Ilibbs, Miss Co- roads therein; they
onler that
»r December. A. D. PJ04, adjudge and
'Well, I don't know 's it makes much j >ibou,
Mrs. Α. Ε. Ποο(1, the following sums be assessed and the saine aie
and
umbia
Bumpus,
lifference. I'll take the trolley and go
unThe funeral hereby assessed upon the following Ian Is InhereMaine.
t Il residing in
ver to Kittery to see my sister Jane,
townships and tracts of land
were in charge of the Grand incorporated
« ervices
of
repairing
the
and
for
purpose
hain't seen her for three years,
inafter mentioned,
the year
Lrmy poet.
the roads passing through them during
he picked up her extension case and
1905, to wit:
oeandered off to take the car.
of
Andover West Surplus, for the puri>osc
Committee Places.
road leadrepairing that part of the County which lien
ludec Bonney caused a commotion
to Upton
anCorner
were
Andover
committees
from
The legislative
ing
mong the liquor sellers in the CumberSurplus the sum of seventy-seven dollars I
j lounced on tbe opening of tbe second In said
:
and Superior Court Thursday, by mand Ufty cents Is assessed as follows
Oxford
The
last
veek
Wednesday.
losine jail sentences for the first
as
folhave
positions
The real dealers have been bounty delegation
,ffence
fine8 ows:
avoiding any worse
of tbe
is
chairman
127-129 ΠΑΙΝ
Bartlett
Senator
»v furnishing "dummies" in the form of
g
on Manufactures, and is also
iommittee
ο
tenders, and frequent changes in
Agriculture, Pensions and Taxation. Henry W. Dunn, part of homenought a new roan before the court on
is on
of
Paris
100 $ 125 φ 1 «Λ
Gray
Representative
stead,
iach indictment, so that it being a first
1 25
125
loo
Affairs.
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
>f[once" it has been customary to let l.egal
Co.,
I'aper
Internailonal
The
Rumford
of
75 00
7500
6200
Representative Martin
off with a fine which the proΕ»
of
township,
balance
s on Telegraphs and Telephones.
iriotor was well satisfied to pay. The (
♦77 no
is
Dixfield
of
Merrill
Representative
innouncement of Judge Bonney that a
North Sur>n Banks and Banking.
And Henry W. Dunn of Andover
ex·
our months' sentence would be impos
Agent to superintend the Is
Representative Walker of Lovell is on plus Is appointed
same according to law and
the
of
Ml iu all liquor cases was followed by a
penditure
Prison.
State
directs.
and
law
the
as
m >a
| lustle on the pat t of the dealers then ln Manufactures,
required to give bond
of
Representative Witt of Norway is on
•ourt. A number of them were waiting,
Andover North Surplus, for the purpose
lead
of
the
way
County
much
so
to plead "nolo" and pay their Agriculture.
repairing
Corner to Upton an lies within
Representative Cusbman of Woodstock Ing from A ndover
of the Black
ines, but all promptly tiled demurrers
and said burpiu», and also so much
on
Counties,
s
Affairs,
Military
within said Sur
ι ind will trust to gaining some advanBrook road, so called, as lies
and >lxt--two
Prison.
hundred
State
three
ι-urn
of
the
lus,
:
tage by the delay.
Representative Hastings of Bethel is ollars ami forty cents Is assessed as follows
A murder committed in cold blood liouse chairman of the committees on
«
5
with robbery as the motive was made Dlaims, and Taxation.
a
&
•
ύ
2
"C
Known Monday by the finding of the
S
In addition, the members of the delej
2
=
ζ
*
®
Dody of William W. Robbins a Deer Isle gation are on the separate committees of
S
J*
>
t-a
a
ο
fisherman, in an isolated hovel three the two branches as follows:
miles from Deer Isle and one mile from
'Senator Bartlett is on Senate Commit- Chas. Chase, ft L. Morton 500 $1200 $30 no
homestead,
the Mountainvllle post office. Ab Rob- tee on Bills in the Second Reading.
7 50
300
Preston F. Austin, homestead, 200
7 10
300
JO)
bins, who was 46 years old, lived alone
"ray is on the House committee on H. A. Loveiov, homestead,
Larncd
S.
old
W.
Dunn,
ind had few callers he was not missed Engrossed Bills, and Witt on County Henry
5 oo
2oo
loo
homesh a I,
until J. E. Eaton, his nearest neighbor Estimates.
12 50
Sim
200
Henry W. Dunn, homestead,
4 no
160
1«0
mile
observof
a
No.22Λ23,
a
lots
away,
Andrew Abbott,
living quarter
2 40
91)
96
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 30,
ed that no light had been seen for sevWalker-Johnson.
P. Bartlett an I
Charie·»
Mrs.
eral nights. Fearing he might be sick,
4 50
1H0
A quiet home wedding occurred at
Hcnrv Λ bbott, lots No. 31A32, 1*1
4 00
160
ΙΠ0
Mr. Eaton sent his son to
lot,
the residence of Dr. E. C. Walker in George Κ Smith, timber
farm
I. Brown, John Small
Through the window he saw Robbins j Norway, Jan. 10th, at 3 P. M., when his Ε.and
7 SO
3oo
3oo
on Sawyer Brook,
lot
body upon the kitchen floor in a pool of son, Delbert C. Walker, was united in International Paper Co, F.
10 00
400
blood. There were signs of a severe,
Hummer lots 43 44, 45 ft 46, 4O0
Johuson
L.
Annetta
Miss
with
marriage
A
Co., lots
Will continue to hold its patronage.
struggle, and the man's head was beaten of Oxford. Roscoe F. Staples, Esq., International Paper
40,41,42,47,48, and Maraton 800
in and cut almost beyond recognition. I of
20 00
800
officiated. Only a few relalot,
a few
to be compared
Oxford,
choice
from
is
not
styles
The stock of a gun, which the murderer tives and intimate friends were
Paper Co.. represent. International
mainder of township except
undoubtedly used, wae found near the ( Tbe bride was attired in blue and white;
which gives you
to the "Queen
9900 247 50
99O0
public lute,
body and the broken barrel in a corner the bridesmaid, Miss Katrioa Johnson,
40
a shoe for every possible requirement.
$362
of the room. The broken end of the
sister of the bride, in pink. The groom
barrel was matted with blood and hair.
wore a gray suit, and the best man,
And It Is hereby ordered that the tax assessed
A physician gave it as bis opinion that Richard
Pret-ton F. Auetl'i, F. A.
Walker, brother of tbe groom, against t hus. Chase,
Henry W. Dunn. Audrt-w Abbott,
Rnbbius had been dead nearly a week.
Miss Marion Sanborn, in Lovijoy.
was in black.
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
A.
C.
Burgess,
Every fact indicated that robbery was white, was flower girl. After the cere- Henry Abbott, George K.Smith,and Κ 1. Brown,
Internathe motive for the crime. Robbins was
together with $227Jo of the taxes of the
mony a lunch was served, and the happy tional
all to
for this
Sole
known to have had considerable money
Paper Company, amounting In
later left, accompanied by the
couple
be expended upon the road leading
40,
$312
.
usually and he frequently showed it. regulation shower of rice and old shoes, from Andover lo Upton,-end Lincoln duller of
In fact it is believed his fondnese for,
to <-x|>end the same,
and with a large placard on the back of Upton Is appointed Agent
Is required to give bond as the law directs.
displaying money was responsible for their sleigh, announcing that they were and
the
And the balance of said tax assessed against
hie death. There is no clue.
I
amounting to
just married so that no one might be International I'aper Company,
Brook
road,
Black
the
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
upon
mistaken. Mr. and Mrs. Walker will $50.00, Iks expended
Is
noies irum ιπβ Legislature.
and Burt Dunn of Andover North Surplus
Is
remain for a short time with tbe bride's
and
the
sime,
to
expend
appointed agent
Telephone 106-3.
The legislature wa« in session three
parents in Oxford, and will then go to required to give bond as the law direct*.
days last week, the committees being an-1 keeping bouse. Tbey received a good
Township Letter "C" for the purpose of
nounced on Wednesday, and the actual number of
the Black Brook road, so called,
presents, and the best wishes
repairing
bueinees of the session then beginning. ;
in said town·hip, and also the "Carry
Ivlng
of all who know them.
Road", so called, which lies In said township,
Among the matters referred to this
and
the sum of four hundred and ten dollars
legislature from the preceding one were
cents le assessed as follows:
seventy-live
TRAGEDY
A
GRIM
interest to Oxford Countwo of

lent is

;oming year:

READY-TO-WEAR specials,

Quality" plan

j

And Such Boots for $3.50.
locality.

Agent

F. PLUMMER, SA.

J.

ON

especial
hospital ty—the bill to incorporate the city

of is daily enacted, in thousands of homes,
Ζ.
χ
Rumford, which hae been referred to as Death claims, in each ore, another
β
Έ
<
ο
κ
the judiciary committee, and the bill to , victim of Consumption or Pneumonia.
1β 5*
8
g
F
S
Locke's Mills.
establish a municipal lighting system for I But when Coughs and Colds are propert*
>
κ
Q
Ο
F. G.
Mrs. Bert Cummings is very sick. South Paris, which has been referred to j ly treated, the tragedy is averted.
Union Water Power Co, of
th!s cold weather.
They make driving a pleasure. The
the committee on legal affairs.
Lewlnton, dam, lot ami buildHuntley, of Oakiandon, Ind., write*:
Mrs. Annie Emery is caring for her.
200 $7000 $108 50
and
ings,
the
bad
resubmit
the
wife
resolve
to
The
consumption,
heiters
I
am
now
the
W.
prohibi- "My
selling are
Mr. Bert Sanborn has bought
David Pin
she T. L. Coe, one-third,
Wheatland
B. Rand stand and moved into the rent. tory amendment made an early appear- three doctors gave her up. Finally
gree, Ann Maria
Discovery for
and Anna P. Peabody, two·
(•scar Swan is working in Frank Cum- ance, being introduced by Senator Sta- took Dr. King's New
thirds of remainder of eald
and Colds, which
i:>
mingd' mill on the Greenwood Center ples of Knox. Its supporters are inclin- Consumption, Coughs
townbhlp except public Iota, I'.'SOO lusoo
well
and
is
she
ed to admit that resubmission stands cured her, and to-day
road.
The picpared fuel for same cost 75 cents a dozen cakes.
75
disof
all
$410
the
kills
It
in
this
little
show
germs
legislature.
strong."
W. Π. Farnham and A. L. Emery were
Call and see them.
It takes about 1-3 of a cake for η trip.
Guaranteed
relieves.
of
dose
Lovell
One
d
Mr.
Walker
eases.
asses*
presented peti- ;
in Bethel on business Wednesday.
It Is hereby ordered that the tax
&
Co ($108.50) lie
against ihe Union Water I'ower
Mrs. Helen Powers of Dixfleld is visit- tions of some forty residents of the at 50c. and $1.00 by F. A. Shurtleff
town»ald
Itoadln
Brook
on the Black
vicinity asking for the repoal of the law Co., South Pari·, West Paris. Trial bot- expended
ing Mrs. Chas. R. Bartlett.
ship, and Burt I Minn of Andover North Surplus
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Farnham vieited forbidding the use of launches for hunt- tles free.
Is appointe*! Agent to cx|>cnd the same and'Is
required to give bond.
Mr. Farnhain's mother and brother's ing ducks on Lower Kezar Pond, Frye-,
91 Main St.·
Norway, Maine.
tax assessed against Coe et a:s, ($3irJ.25) to
burg.
I George W. Trask, 80 years of age, of beThe
Koad In xuld townfamily at West Ellis recently.
exi>ended on theA. Carry
United States Senator Eugene Hale Calais, was found one day recently in an
of Roxbury Is upJenne
Mrs. C. W. Cole has been caring for
Albert
and
1
ship
bond as
her daughter, Mrs. Ernest Mason, who will be re-elected on Tuesday of this abandoned camp some three miles west polnted Agent, and U required to give
1
week.
of Joneeboro, where he had been three the law requires.
has been sick with a bad cold.
The petitions regarding the "Shiloh" days without food, water or fire. Ilis
"C" Surplus, for tho purpose of repairing
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Holt have moved
lead'ng from
so much of the County roa
colony are now in the hands of the face, hands and feet were frozen, the Andover
into the rent vacatod by Mont Cole.
to Upton as line Ιιι said Surplus, the
Horace Judkinsdied at the home of judiciary committee.
latter so badly that both must be ampu- sum of fifty dollars le assessed as follows:
contain nine
Senator Bartlett has
presented a | tated above the ankles. There is little Upon the entire tract, supposed to exclusive
Calvin Cole and was buried at Greenof
throe hundred xcres,
SPECIAL 000D VALUES IN
petition of E. F. Coburn and others for ; hope for his recovery. Trask was over- thousand,
wood Oity last week.
one-third by T. U. Coe of
owned
and
lots,
public
an appropriation of $1,000 for the im- taken
Ann
shelter
the
l
Duvl
and
storm
f'lngrcc.
sought
by
Bangor, and two-thirds by
Maria WheatUbd and An: a P. Peabody.
provement of the "Carry Road," so- of the camp.
his 84th Birthday.
the sum of fifty dollars; and Benmtt Morse
called, between Richardson and Urnof Upton Is ap|H)lnteil Agent to ex|>end the
Dea. Josiah T. Stetson of East Sumhe law
as
bagog lakes in Oxford county.
same and le required to give bond
SPOILED HER BEAUTY.
ner, who is spending the winter in
A petition for an appropriation for
directs.
Massachusetts, is the subject of the the benefit of the Home for Aged
Harriet Howard, of 209 W. 34th St.,
10
Fryeburg Academy Grant, for the puriwse
following clipping from the Weymouth Women of Oxford County has been pre- New York, at one time had her beauty
of repairing the only Couuty road therein,
writes:
Gazette:
dfty-Mx
the sum of llfty-two dollars aud
spoiled with skin trouble. She
sented by Mr. Witt of Norway.
for
of Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H.
cents is assessed as follows :
Wardwell went to the
at Lewiston Monday.

Cyrus

«

S1.73 and $2.30

JAMES N. FAVOR,

January Bargains

ON

BLANKETS.

"The residence
Stetson of Main Streot was the scene of a

delightful

gathering,

A resolve in favor of a school for the
blind has been introduced. It carries
appropriations of 975,000 during the
next two years, besides $300 annually
for two years for each pupil in the
school.

Wednesday
was the eighty-

on

afternoon. The occasion
fourth birthday of Mr. Stetson's father,
who is spending the winter with him,
and a company of friends and neighbors
called to extend congratulations. It was
a complete
surprise to the venerable
gentleman, but he received his guests,
and
erect
smiling, and after all had arrived, led the way to the dining room
where Mrs. Stetson had arranged adainty
luncheon. In the middlo of the table
reposed a large and beautifully decorated birthday cake, with eighty-four candles burning merrily upon it.
Many
beautiful (lowers were received by Mr.
Stetson, and after the tea was disposed
of, a happy hour was spent in singing
some of his favorite hymne."

Report

SICKENING

on

the Fee

"I had Salt Rheum or Eczema
years,
but nothing would cure it, until I used
Bucklen's Arnica Salve.'1 A quick and
U
sure healer for cuts, burns and sores.
A. Shurtleff Λ
F.
at
25
cents
*
s
Co.'s Drug Stores, South Paris, West I
Leforest Connor, lot 3 R. Τ, A
Parie.
Ε. 1-2 of 4, Κ. 7.
Allison Brown, W. 1-2of 4, K.7,
A N\ K. 1-4 of 5. Κ 7,
Μ. Κ. Chandler, S. Κ. 1-2 of 5.
R. 7, 4 S. W. 1 S of 5, R. 7, A
1-2 of β, Κ. 7.

j

ι

:

System.

The report of the special committee on
salaries and fees chosen by the legislature of 1003 was presented in the present
legislature Thursday morning. This
committee has fully investigated the
salaries and fees paid to the etate and
jounty officials, and makes a report and
recommendations as was expected along
the line of aboliabing entirely the fees
paid to these officers, and placing them
The committee
fixed salaries.
jn
strongly recommend that in all cases
where traveling expenses are to be paid,
they shall be paid, not in the form of

appears in a new
the looks

improves

ODD

xaveling on passes furnished by the
Ague and Malaria, can be relieved and railroade.
cured with Electric Bitten. Thia is a
The recommendations made by the
pure, tonic medicine; of especial benefit iommittee include a readjustment of the
in malaria, for it exerts a true curative 1 salaries of nearly all state and county
influence on the disease, driving it en· ifficera, the fees received, in some cases
tiroly out of the system. It ia much to imounting to considerable, to be turned
be preferred to Quinine, having none of \ nto the treasury.
this drug's bad after-effects. E. S. MunThe salaries recommended in Oxford
day, of Henrietta, Tex., writes: "My 1 bounty are:
brother was very low with malarial
County Commissisonera, $400.
fever and jaundice, till he took Electric
Clerk of Courts, $1000.
his
life.
At
A.
saved
F.
Bitters, which
County Attorney, $400.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paria, Weat Paris.
Judge of Probate, $700.
Price 50c., guaranteed.
Register of Probate, $800.
Register of Deeds, $1200.
of
Coomba
Charles Philbrick
Mille,
Register of Deeds, Western District,
while loading coal at Auguata on the M00
<

struck on the bead by a falling
icicle about fifteen pounda in weight.
He waa uooonscious for a number of
hours, and a fatal termination of the
accident ia yet feared.
waa

The "St. Catharine· Well."
The devotee of the strenuous life in
either busineaa or aoeiety can find net
and recuperation by bathing in the healing waters of the "St. Catharines Well."

outlay will enable yon to rejuvenate without traveling abroad in
aearch of health. A temperate olime,
A modeat

pleasant surroundings, skilled attendants and homelike environment will be
found by visiting the Well and, St.
Catharines—a happy combination of
lanatorium and family hotel conducted
on the moat approved therapeutic linea.
Physician and nurses, aun rooms, roof
promenade, golf links, library, music
room, are among the features.
Long
ilttance telephone in eaoh room. Apply
to G. T. Bell, G. P. Α Τ. Α., Grand
rrunk Railway System, Montreal, tot
roll particulars.

\

IN

PROM INK.\T

PAPER OK INTEREST TO

SOCTIIEN

PAP.I8

RESI-

One of the best known newspapers
the South is the "Guide" of Dunn,
C. Its publisher, J. P. Pitman, eends
the following clipping with request

in
X.
us

to

Sheriff, $1100.
Treasurer, $400.

TONIC TO THE SYSTEM.
For liver trouble· and constipation

here is

nothing

better than DeWitt's

jittle Early Risers, the famous little
*ills. They do not weaken the stomach.
rheir action upon the system is mild,
deasant and harmless. Dob Moore, of

says: "No use talking,
)eWitt's Little Early Risers do their
rork. All other pills I have used gripe
nd make me siek in th«. stomach and
DeWit'e Little Early
lever cured me.
Users proved to be the long sought re-

jaFayette, Ind.,

let. They are simply perfect." Persons
raveling find Little Early Risers the
oost reliable remedy to carry with them,

I

:

tisement, but in the interest of those I
who suffer the torture of that terrible
iisease, catarrh."

of

7th,

NOTICE

DENTS.

traveling expenses from thestate and

SHIVERING FITS

i

"FOUND"

publish
"Found,—by the editor of the Guide,
» bottle of nyomei, the wonderful treatas
but
the
actually
expenses
mileage,
ment that cures catarrh without stomach
paid, on a sworn statement that they
We can speak in highest praise
represent cash expenditures. This will dosing.
of its remarkable power to cure and
io away with the oustom prevalent
relieve catarrh of the head and throat.
imong state official· of drawing their This mention is made not as an adver-

A New Dress.
The Bethel News
dress of type, which
of the paper much.

From

ON

60 cents per

Ά
175

$ 7*> t A 40

100

fcOO

β 76

100

500

3 60

3000
2>»i

2i 60
1 44

30J

3 60

175
AO
AO
50

124
.%i
.16
36

50
50

36
3/:

Est. A. S. Bean, lots Ι & 2 In R.
5,andp<rtsof lots 3. 4. 5 Art,
R 5. 4 A ». R. rt, and 4, R. S.
and Ν. E. 1-4 1, R. 6. and l<* 7
In R. 7, and part of 6 In R. 7, 726
175
C. S. Edwanls. lots S A 9, R.
Ell Peabody and II. P. Wheel180
er, lots 1,3 A 3. R. β,
Joslah Connor, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
13
R. 7,
Ralph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, R. 6. 200
SO
lot
1.
R7,
Κ red L. Edwards,
U.
tarwell, N. W 1-4 I. R. 6. 25
Kr ink Farwetl Est., S. W. 1-4 I,
25
R. 6,
Sam'l W. Potter. S. Ε. I 41. R II. .6
J- lin W. BeniK'tt, N. W. 1-4 4,
6
R. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stilus
200
lots,
10O
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
R. 4.
Mrs. C. F. Brown, part lot 1,
30
R. 4,
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1. R.4, lo
5
I). (). Bennett, part meadow lot,
100
Roscoe K. Cross, lot 5, R. 6,

list

72

150
5oo

1 08
3 60

100

72

AO
50
AO
100

36
36
36
72

In sending the clipping Mr. Pitman
wrote the following letter:
$52 Αβ
"I enclose a little piece from my paper,
ssued to-day. You will see from this
And Allison Brown of Fryeburg Academy
to eu|>crlntend the
;hat I desire to push the selling of Hyo- Grant t* appointed Agent
of the same and Is required to give
nei as far as possible. I am using it in exi>en(llture
bond as the law directs.
ny own family, and And that it gives
Riley Plantation for the purpose of repair:he desired relief, so that I take pleasure
ing the road In said Plantation running up
η spreading far and near the knowledge to the place formerly occupied by Wm. Gorman
the sum of one hundred and 0fty-t-*o dollars
>f this sure relief fur catarrh."
cents Is accessed as follows :
F. A. Shurtleff A Co., in preparation and seventy-two
β
G
or the catarrhal troubles of this season
>f the year, have ordered a large stock
i5
έ
S
·<
>f Hyomei, and sell it under a guarantee
*
S
ο
s
*> refund the money if it does not relieve,
>
55
H
Ο
rhe complete outfit costs but $1, and Geo. W. Blanchard, Wm. Ma
1000 $2000 $10 20 !
1 ixtra bottles can be obtained for 50 cents,
■on lot* β. 7. S A 9, R. 1,
1
^sk them to show you the strong guar- Sam» owners, balance of town·
Androthe
Into
ship draining
antee under which they sell it. This rescoggin liver north of Berlin
25 50
25>0 50 0
narkable remedy medicates the air you
Kails, Ν. Η
100
51
100
the
mu- True Estes. 1 2 lot 0. R 13,
and
healing
ireathe, soothing
for
A
Hall,
Ingalls
Demeiltt
ious membrane of the air passages, and
eoo
3 Οβ I
400
homestead,
1000
5 10 I
«00
naking a complete cure of the worst Eat. of Alonzo Flfleld, homea'd, 200
550
I 79 j
J A Twaddell,
( ase of catarrh.
5 lo
lono
îtlllman Ν. Llttlehale. homesM, .*.00
38
50
75
R.
W.
1-4
lot
8,
2,
Fred Gorman.
1 02:
20)
60
U. F. Llttlehale, homest ad.
PARKER'S
02 !
200
1
200
R.
13,
loti,
Wm.C Chapman,
200
1 02 j
HAIR BALSAM
200
îeth Walker, lot 8. R. 9.
Imu'.lTieJ lb« h*k.
|C1mem wA
R.
lot
15,
2,
Brothers,
Hasting*
Promote· a luxurUut growth.
I 40 !
275
200
and 1-2 lot 9, R. IS,
Nov or Falls to Beetoro Orey
Ilitir to iu YouUiftil Color.
I ntcrnatlonal Paper Co., bal. of
96
62
18945
1325Q
Curu pulp diwitci A fc«!r MUd^.
township except public Iota,
tOc.tnd|lK)Drupjutt
$152 72

ON

I

Llttlehale of Riley Plantation
a appointed Agent to superintend the expendl.
of said tax and la required to give bond aa
i
ure
Baokfield
on
work
A man and wife to
old by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
lie law dlrecta.
Ami It Is hereby ordered that aaid assessment
1 'own Farm for one year commencing the
m published aa tne law rrqulive.
Jennie Stltzer, Omaha—"I have gained f irst day of March, 1005. Present family
JONATHAN BART LETT,) Countv Comr'a
J « ÎANDALL
birty-five pounds in two months. Noth· ( oniista of three, two able to labor.
of the
L TAYLOR }
ig did me good until I used Hollister's
SOW \ RD r. FAU.N'CB, ) County of Oxford.
MERRITT PARSONS, \ Overseen
tooky Mountain Tea." A blessing to
t
J of Poor,
ELLIS WHITMAN,
▲ true oopy—attest
lekly women. Oris Stevens; F. A.
OHAXLtt f. WHITMAN, Clark.
1006.
Jan.

hurtlefl à Co.

Wanted.

Bookfleld,

11,

And Stlllman N.

pair

to

S5.00.

Special sale of Glassware
our

N.

111

Crockery Department.

Bolster & Co.

Dayton
33

Marl&ot

Square,
MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH:

Bears the

CASTORIA for Infants and Children.
Tho Kind You Han Always Bought slK°ot"e

I Cold Weather Coats
Heavy

for out door work.

ret

fers with wide

$3 50 to $6. Canvas coats with
lambskin lining, wide corduroy collars, $3 and $4.
Canvas coats with Iamb lining and wide fur collar,
uMer coMars,

I

j

Prices from

to 25 per cent, discount.

I

$5. Corduroy coats, lamb lined, wide fur collar,
$6 and $6.50. Leather and corduroy coats, revers*
ible, $5 and $6. Canvas and corduroy reversible
coats, $3.50. Red and gray pontiacs in the shirt
and frock
out.

styles.

Wc have

$1.50,

H.

$2 aid

Russian vests will

.1 new

lot

just

in.

keep

Three

the cold

qualities,

$2.50.

B.

FOSTER,

NORWAY, MAINE.

CASTORIA fin***»*"·
Tki KM Ym Him Alwiit lufkt

*

ïlic «sford

femocrat ;

111 "ΐ
Ρ»?™».!®'
μ","· SÛTSUi;r" ■"*"·'
Β·""π b

»

Growing Old.

NORWAY.

Aide· Chu·.

It would be difficult to find a persoi
One of the moat respected and bonorin middle life who takes solid comfori
" ! ed citizens of Oxford County was Alden
canacHRs.
in the reflection that he is growing old
Chase, whose death on the 8th, at the
Second Congregational Church, R-r. Β ! '· He doesn't feel so elated that he makei
age of 85 years, was briefly noted in the Itlieout, l'a?to-. Preaching service Sunda;
tiXAKD Nl'XK «.llLWAÏ.
last Democrat. Mr. Chase was born in 10 JO A. M.; Subbmh School, 12:00 M ; V. I*. f Γ a practice of sitting up nights to smih
Woodstock June 5, 1819. His father, C. Ε., Sun lav hveolng, 0Λ) 1*. M.; Social Me* t- over it.
Commencing DMMber 4,1SM,
7-00 Ρ- M ; regular weekly Pra\ er Meetlni c*
When we pause for a moment to tak<
TKAtSS LKAVK SOUTH I-AHIS
rhe Seoeca Club meets this Mondai Merrill Chase, came to Woodstock, from Ing,
Tuesday evening.
Oavl I, our bearings, and*read the digits ou th<
Unlversallst Church, Rev. S. «.
Mass., in 1802, when Woodt.oing >)own e«rt)-a* A- *·. vlallv. Sunday
Newbury,
evening with Mis* Ινα McArdle.
*·■·
■·
***
*
û
*
«
10ί
Sunday
only
on
at
»
last milestone that old Time has set up,
Sunday
lu» u-le
stock was only No. 3 Plantation. Alden Partir. Preaching service
A. M. Sabbath School, WHO; Y. P.C. U. mee
Leighton of Perry is thi 1 was a child
a «cared feeling seizes us, and did wc
his second wife, Lucy
by
P.
M.
Ing, 7 .ΌΙ)
«"other, Mm. \V. O. Froth
down
Sunday only
Methodist Church, Rev. C A. Brook·, Pasto ■. not brace up and keep our pulses
m
iaIIv. Sundays Included).
Spofford Felt, widow of Joshua Pelt,
Preach'BR service. 10 30 A. M.; Sabbath Sclioo ι. by the sheer force of an iron will, w«
<? ti A. Il
of Temple, Ν. II.
formerly
12:00 M.; Soc'al Evening Meeting, 700 P. M
«ICTH KAKIS POST umci.
should break for the bushes and seek to
The son was educated in the town
ΜΓβ·
G- ^tcber "ter
prayer meeting, Tueeday evening; claei meetln jj hide from
: *»A. M. loT# r *■
ofBce Hoars
r
omnipotent Time, as he goes
tained
three tables at whist at theii schools, and being an apt scholar obtain- Friday evening.
Epworth League, Sun<ta T
CHcann.
forth conquering and to conquer. That
ed a good education for the time*. When evening, β.·α» P. M.
home frriday evening.
'·
Pastoi
E.
S.
Cotton,
Rev.
Church,
Pre»· hlng i>er
Haptl-u
were useless, for he scoops us all in and
Kl -t « ..tu-nv-nûona! Chureh.
17 years of age he commenced teaching
Preaching service. 10:30 A. M.; Sabb tli Hchoo
;in<l Ï UDM.i Sund:iv Schou
,·
« a h
M Society of the .Methodist in the town schools and followed it
very li«0M.; Prayer Meeting, Sunday evening7» ! none are left behind. He never forgets,
« hurcn ρ raye
SHIRT
,.
Y Ρ ·» ». Κ. .it* "> F *
m
,Wt
wi,h
Ab
Mrs· L*roy
and so it comee to pass that we are all
$10,000 WORTH OF LADIES' AND MISSES' READY-TO-WEAR GOODS. CLOAKS, SUITS, WAISTS,
Λ. : _· ..η Tue-! y evening at Τ <> o'c'ock. AU oott
successfully winters for 25 years. When M., Wednesday evening, 7 30.
old together, except those who
Thursday at 2:30 h. m.
with
rvri-f ι·ηι»'> te t. are cordially lnv'ted.
I
18 years of age he was elected on the
crowing
have
made
coate
all
4ΤΛΤ11· MKET1NOK.
out
closed
arrangements
AND
MILLINERY.
my
WAIST SUITS, FURS
Having
\|. th- St hureh. Rev H. A. Clifford. Pastor
have gone to take possession of their
(.e<»rire F. Eastman, who has been school board and served almost con~! lav. morning prayer meting» 3D a. M
ΕΛΑ M. Re?ular meetln* of Ox fori Lodn
Schoo
for 40 years. When 21 he was No. 18, In Masonic HaU, Friday Evening on ο r goodly inheritance in that land of eternal
an
in
tinually
unwelcome
visitor
the
„· -erv'ee TO 45 Α. M ; Sabbath
entertaining
n
Arch Ihaptei • youth.
He keeps to work upon us till
Κ pworth Lesgue Meeting S IS P. M.
Μ
form of a carbuncle on his cheek, is out chosen town clerk and served in that bef ·ι* full oon. Oxford Royal
on ο r
prayer meet
i.rnver m.etiug Τ 0>· r.
.'"v.
we get so worn and spiritless that we
Ho was also No. 2D. ascrable* Wednesday Evening,
for
years.
capacity
many
M
*ï.
S.
class
I
again.
meeting.
>rtdaj
before full inoon. Oxford Council,
•ng l'ut-'ay evenPg;
selectman and treasurer for many yearn. Friday evening, after full moon. Oifurl ljO*ijrt j make no show at all in our conflict with
In the absence of Hev. Mr. Little, the
V'|: \wt Church. Rev. 1 WaPace Che*b»o,
Mr. Chase was in the legislature in the So. I, Art Mariner*. Wednesday evening afte r the armed rider of the pale horse.
ι η ι versai is t pulpit w;« occupied Sun<>n sun'lav. preachingservice 10 45a
full moon.
rn.i,.r
Pass on, Ο Time! but don't hurry.
years of 1851-1S.V2 and was on the comand with my present stock will make the
<th School 13 * : prayer meeting 7 Ου Ρ
»v
Ο. Ο. F.—No way I.odg*.—Regular mee»ln|
are all this season's
Their
And be mighty
to come up and give ifle a sale for these three daye.
day afternoon by Kev. S. G. Davis of mittee that reported the famous Neal In I.(KtJ
ravi-r meeting Tuesday ct dIbk
Fallows'Half, every Tuesday Fvenlna Take it easy! Keep cool!
ν
Remember this gigantic sale will last 3 days only. We have
ever sten in this town.
of
Norway.
delivered
stock
the
best
-t « hunt», Kev .). II l.ittle, Pastor
as
well
as
IV.
Dow'* liquor bill which he ardently sup- Wddey Encampment, No. 21, metts In Odi I careful how you handle us. Remember
goods
largest
F. llovv»' lia I, «econd and fourth Fri<lay Even
'·■_ -trv»ec every -Miiiday at i:M Y. M
be here during this
our frame work is dust and frail as glass.
Good Cheer meeting Wednesday after- ported. He was also a member of the
made the prices low enough to clean up everything in that time. Mr. W. Richard of the above named fir,n will
Evening service,
of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge
I,, ». hoot at 1 su ι* *·
First
Pick
us up tenderly, fashioned so slenis
a strong Ingn
sutlicient."
had
been
the
wise
to
He
in
earl
[
word
House
of
4tA
187·).
no
or
third
rain
and
to
an-l
held
noon.
the
are
Friday
llrst
be
members
asked
will
No. 58, m^eta on
Thia sale
shine,
r a.
sale. Don't forget the time and place.
derly, and don't let us drop. Deal gentcome with needle, scissors and thimble prohibitionist since he was It} years of m >oib.
•TATttt> ΜΚΚΠΝΟ».
a few of the many bargains on sale.
Nc-te
served.
First
In Hathaway Blocl
as
K.
P.—Regular
meeting
Of
Come,
or
as
with us, Time,
you
gentle
to work.
age, having joined a total abstinence
O. Noyoi ; ly
Régulai prepared
Bvcry Tburedav Kvenlng. U. R.» A.
k
* A M.—Parts Lodge, No. '.*4.
temperance society at that time and he Division. No. 12, imetn third Fridav of eacl can under the Circumstances.
I 1 Iot double length scarfs, 3 yards long»
1'ues lav evening ou or before full moon.
Hev.
J.
W.
that
II
Strout
of
Ν
S
the
LOT 1. Ladies1 tight fitting coats, black LOT 0. Ladies' and Misses' Suits in ail
P.
secont
it
we
I
as
Kingston,
He never DS'inth. I.ake Assembly, No. 88.
thought
*
may,
never violated the pledge.
Deny
Mount Mi
Lodge, regular meet
1. κ
in (/possum and Coon, Isabella and Sable
month.
Worth
each
inches
of
a
24
the
the
I
at
in
iourtb
is
not
the
and
long.
and
evenings
—Aurora
old
latest
week
the
of
each
occupied
Friday
castor,
fabrics,
only
Congru
we
are
pulpit
pleasantstyles
used tobacco in any form during his life.
Tr-nrs day eveuln*
growing
Sale price $12.08
1 lot of this fall and winter's felt hats, ! color,
I·, of 11.—Norway Grange weeta second anc
Sale price $2.98
We
10.
our
to
comes
κ
that
est
17.50
way.
j-ment. iirst and third Monday evenlngf Rational church on Sunday and will be
at
thought
He was a hard-working farmer, living to irth SatuMava of cach month at Orange Hail
few of them that we shall close out
trimmed with silk, velvet.
beautifully
i. ti month.
here again next Sunday.
ancientsaid
as
li
one
54.
meets
find
ourselves
settled
his
father
Rust
where
Poet, No..
saying
on the place
ι». A. R.—Harry
LOT 2. Ladies' tight fitting coats, black
Η—Mount Pieman" Rebekab Lodge, No.
just one-half their actual values.
, lot of VPry fine ,„nR haired ^
wings and pompons, in all the new
« w G. A. R. tall on the llret Tuesday Evonlnj
ly: "Lord, forsake me not when I am
n>eet- second sail fourth Krl-laye of each
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Billings and Miss until age obliged hiin to sell it and move )f each month.
and castor, 24 inches long. Worth
and colors, worth $1 to (J,
scarfH ^
,onR| worth |10,
shapes
and
•i
s,' !n Odd Kellows' Hall.
We
old."
turn
reperwhere
he
instinctively
to
Pond
Sale price, $4.08
village,
Bryant's
race I bayer went to Skowhegan MonW. R.C.—Meet» In Now G. A. R. Ilall, Mon·
Sale price ·? I .OS J
Sale price $4.08
$12.50, 15, and 18.
\
R—\V. K. Kimball Post. No. 14S, meets
the
when
for
stout
ladies,
time
coats
that
size
from
Extra
7.
LOT
his
death.
until
sided
sistently
away
each
lay evening.
Saturday evenings of
: and third
day morning to attend the funeral of an
Ladies' and Misses' long, loose
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodire. No. 177, meet* In "grasshopper is a burden, when the LOT 3.
of
40
bust
Hall.
elected
to
li.
was
Λ.
he
41
b.
In
from
1857
Id
sizes
register
ai :!th.
aunt
ranging
Mrs. Tuttle, widow of Robert
Another lot made with finest materials
<-w G. A. R. Ilall, on-the ûret and thirl Wed
Klin ball Relief Corps meets Ûret
\V
Κ
and tight fitting coats in mixture».
sound of the grinding is low, when dedeeds of Oxford Eastern District and
-s>lav evening» of each month
If you have had trouble in on frames of the latest styles, worth
measure.
third Saturday evenings of each month, la luttle.
λ!
$10. and 12.50.
Worth
and South Parle Council, sire fails because man goes to his long
He
five
each.
terms
of
M
A
served
two
Ο
U.
.—Norway
years
i
Salo price i2.0«
Ke lef Corps Hall.
Sale price, $7.4!)
Hamlin Lodge, K. of P., will work the w ω
Waists.
getting fitted you will find these gar- $ï to 8,
10. meets at U. A. It. Hall every Tuesday home."
We may smile in the very face
Waists.
f H.—Parts «range, from May I to Oct. 1.
postmaster ai Bryant's Pond under 1 «ο.
tvrnlnir.
ii—t tD'l thlPl Saturday. -luring the unrd rank at their meeting Jan. 27th. Harrison's administration.
of the inevitable—and because ineviments just what you want, at a very
had
been
He
meett
No.
Misses'
1W».
and
Tree
tight
Ladies'
long,
F.—Elm
O.
P.
U.
Colony.
4.
LOT
and Voile
Brilliantine
on sale at
hats
l'.vler of the >ear, meets every Saturday, In
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DeWITT'S
WITCH HAZCL

W. H. Winchester,

SALVE

FOR

THE ORIGINAL.

A Well Known Care for Piles.
Cures obstinate sores, chapped hands, ocserns. skin diseases. Makes burns and scalds
painless. We could not improve the quality
If paid double the price. The best salve
that experienoe can produce or that money
can

buy.

Cores Piles Permanently
DeWltt's Is the

original

and

only pure and

Look for
the name De WITT on every box. All othen
an counterfeit, rnuuo rr

genuine Witch Hazel Salve made.

Β. Ο. De WITT 4 CO., CHICAOO.
3ol<l

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Licensed

Ν. H.
on

NASH,

j. WALDO

Supplies.

Catalogues tent

by T. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

Taxidermist,

MASQNIG BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephone* Connection.

application.

VZFoÏÏow
**

The pictures, adapted froiu St. Nicholas, illustrate Arab sayings.
So. 415.—4'hrlatinua Preamt*.

favorite with chil-

Primais name a
dren.
Crosswoads: 1. A weapon for thrusting. 2. A chest or coffer. 3. Articles
of lace, ribbon or linen for wearing on
4. A board supported by
the neck.
legs. 5. Articles worn by women, ti.
A movable seat. 7. Is used for giving
light. 8. Fruit. 0. A portable screen
from the sun or rain. 10. A li^lit seat
on runners for sliding on the snow.

Before You Purchase

Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Any Other Write

THE NEW HOME SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
ORANGE, MASS.

Many Sewing Machines are made to sell regard·
Sew Home" is madt
less of qua: :y. bu: the
to wear. Our guaranty never runs out
We make Sew.r.g Machines to suit all conditionl
of the trade. The "SiW Home" stands at tht
head of all Hiich-Krade family sewing machines
Sold by authorized dealer» Ο lily,
llobb*' Variety Store Co., Agent·.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Norway,

Soap-Making
with

AH kinds of soft wood lumber and
limited amount of 54 inch Pine
Bolts.
Also four foot White Birch

and hard wood bolts.

To make the very be>t soap, simply
cold
dissolve a can of L'uk/w l.ye in
tb·
water, melt 5'i i>s. of grease, pour
and put
Lye water in tîie grease. Stir
aside to set.

pulverized.

ki«k.riiic.: *: Co..

FOR SALE.
single horse
Pung top.

Set of
new.

Kodol

at

J.

A Ken-

Dyspepsia Cure

>o. 417.—'I'm veil η κ Puxmle.

Benin each word with the tinal letters of the preceding word. Sometimes
letters are used, sometimes three.
Example: Boston, once, centipede, I>e

two

trolt. etc.

1 went from Chicago to Venice one year.
And the fare that 1 paid was exceedingly
dear.
1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A fairy that mischief can make.
What a doctor prescribed for an ache.
A dreamer of power.
A beautiful ilower.
A blunder, perhaps a mistake.
A man skilled in eloquent speech.
The home of the rich. Juicy peach
(very warm. I confess).
To involve in distress.
To Judge well and kindly of each.

My tirst Is a little insect. My second
My
denotes to run away privately.
whole Is a swift and graceful animal.

AS
GOOD
A

DAILY

Papers One Year for $2.25.
PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.

postal can! to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, Ntw-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.
Your name and address on

a

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity

LOAD

LOTS

A

desired.
SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars addreas,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO.DEALER

IN

No.
No.

GOAL AND WOOD.

letter tj his sister he says:
••With nil my devotion to tlie Union
and the feeling of loyalty and duty of
an A mer ira η citizen, I have not been
able to make up my mind to raise my
U:iud ngaiust my relatives, my children,
I have therefore resigned
my ho.ne.
save
ray cu: amission ki the urmy, and,
in defense of my native state, with the
siuvere hope that my |>oor services muy
never Le ueeded, I hope I may never
I
be culled 011 to draw my sword.

/lO Animal 5tory
Little

8. l'hase. 7. Layer, t). Essay.
No. 407.—A Christmas Zigzag:
3.

1.
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all

things.
The system that the housekeeper tries

Μ

herself she should insist on
with her servants. They do not always
take kindly to it, and very often life is a
good deal of a grind until they have
been drilled into the habits of the house.
The line upon line and precept upon
precept principle must be followed and
the maid told daily, if needful, that she
must brush down the stairs, sweep out
the lialls, dust this room or that, clean
the bath-room, wash the dishes, and do
the bedroom work in a certain fixed
sequence. To keep her in this, the mistress must be rigorous with herself and
go to the kitcheu to inspect supplies and
give her orders at a stated time evçry
to

4.

2.

us

Useful Articles: Broom.
No. 40S.
Window-box.
No. 409.—Triangle: 1. Polar. 2. Oven.
8. Lee. 4. An. 3. R.
No. 410. Word Squares: L—1. Truth.
2. Ratio. 3. Utter. 4. Tiers, δ. Horse.
II.—1. I'salm. 2. Syria. 3. Armor. 4.
Lions. 5. Marsh.
No. -111.—Arithmograph: Evergreens.
Eve. Verge. Green. Seen.
No. 412.—Noted Seas; Sen-elephant.
Seafarer. Sea-mew.
—

practise

SAVED
HER

For

FolKs

LIFE,

The Overconfident ΤγοΛ

MAY

Mr. Trout thought he was nil ex«*eed
iugl.v clever sort of fellow, mid anions
other things he believed l:e wan η I to-

gether too smart to bo caught by any
of the fine gentlemen who came up
from the city to flab In the brook.

SAVE
YOURS

:

j

"I am not ufraid of any of them," !

-'Sire. Laura Morrow, of New Vineyard, tells
tbo editor thattheTruj'L.lV Atv/i.-ou'eB.tlcr·
«be
U the ciedlche which eavtd kt-r li.'e, ·;.(!
«lubes u· to tell the raancfji-titrcreof tbr.t uu-dlito
Acd
them.
to
the
U
trjly gratcfsl
c !'ie that
T.-ill add thnt f>l· u m paid advertisement."—
AuvranaEH, M-y 0, 1%1.

A celebrated Irish comeiliun went into a barber's «*Vop to get shaved and,
finding thn hurber out. he determined
to have a Utile fun before his return.
So he took off his cout, put on α thinand quietly waited for α customer. An old gentleman came in soon.
"Shave, sir?" said our pretended bar-

ner one

ber.
The old gentleman took α 'chair and
the comedian began to lather, expecting every moment the barber would
Five minutes passed and no
eppcar.
barber. Five more and still no barber.
The Joker began to get desperate and
conceived a bright idea. 1'uttlng up
his brush he quickly changed his coat
again, took his hat, and was about to
quietly step out l>ebind the gentleman's back when that worthy turned

his head and exclaimed:
"Here, sir, aren't you going to shave
me':"
•'No, sir," promptly replied the comcdiau. "The fact is, we only lather
here, sir. They shave four doors below."
Then lie bolted out of the door, leaving the iudignant old fellow to his
wrath.

The Ladder of Life.
the events of u life are necessary

All
to a higher development. The common
tusk is a round by which we climb to
glo-ious achievement. The ladder which
leads us to perfection is made up of
small events and smull victories. In

the economy of life nothing is useless
ami nothing is wasted. Everything in
Its place Is the best tiling for that
place. Life is a law, not an accident.
—A. J. C. Norrie.
Reformed.

I)earburu—I"»o you believe in
marrying a man to reform him? Mrs.
Wabash—Sure! I married my lirst husband to reform him. "What was wrong
"He was a bnchelor."
with him?"
"Oh. I see how you reformed him."
"Not only that: I understand lie's hud
three other wives since I left him."—
Mrs.

Yonkere Statesman.
Λ

Ynnnir Critic.

"Papa," said the pastor's little girl,
watching him constructing and revising his Sunday sermon, "docs God tell
you what J<> write?" "Yes. my child,
"Then what do you
Got: te!!s rie."
scratch it out f ir?"
1Ν·ν«·ηκ*.

Witliorby—1 sjî.v. ι! id you recommend

that cook of ours to my wife? Plankin{rt:>n—Yes. I believe so. Wltherby—
Well. I \vi»!i yen would come round
toniulit mih'. take dinner with us.
Λ lean compromise Is lietter than a
fnt lawsuit.—Gcnum Proverb.

MORE STOMACH TROUBLES.
All stomach trouble is removed by

NO

It
the use of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
gives the stomach perfect rest by digestthe
stomach's
ing what you eat without
aid. The food builds up the body, the
rest restores the stomach to health. Y ou
don't have to diet yourself when taking
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. J. D. Erskine,
of Allenvilie, Mich., says, "I Buffered
Heartburn and Stomach trouble for
some time.
My sister-in-law has had
the same trouble and was not able to eat
for six weeks. She lived entirely on
After taking two bottles
warm water.
of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure she was entirely cured. She now eats heartily and is
in good health. I am glad to say Kodol
gave me instant relief." Sold by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co.

never

K.'.::mi:;uTos', Mb.,
Per Nervousneu. Disordered Stomach and
Dowel*, Liver Trouble·, etc., t'.'c
True "L. P." Medicine à ■
Never-Paîllnj Remedy

cured

me.

DeWit's Little Early

Risers proved
long sought
lief. They are simply perfect." Persons
Risers the
Little
And
Early
traveling
most reliable remedy to carry with them.
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
to be the

re-

"Papa, will jou send me to Europe to
study music?"
"No; you can study it here, and I'll
send you to Europe to practise."
Rev. John Reid, Jr., of Great Falls,
Mont., recommended Ely's Cream Balm
to me. I can emphasize his statement,
"It is a positive cure for catarrh if used
as directed.''—Rev. Francis W. Poole,
Pastor Central Pre·. Church, Helena,

out
kitchen cupboards in as good order as
îeals and soothes the affected parts,
her china-closets, and if she does, in a
itrengthens the lungs, wards off pneu- little while she will become so familiar
nonia. Harmless and pleasant to take.
with the location of each utensil and
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
each piece of china or glass that she
could find it in the dark. There should
"Brainleigh tells me he is writing a be no liberty allowed of keeping a thing
in one place at one time and in another
popular novel."
"Yes, his doctors insisted on his rest- Bome other time. This may seem a
trifie, but all these trifles do their part
ng his mind for awhile!"
in creating an orderly and systematic
Supposing you're busted—haven't a habit of mind. Do not permit the maid
to leave the dishes standing around after
dime,
letting poor isn't a serious crime:
they have been washed, but teach her
Put on a bold front, work with all your that it is as essential to put these away
as soon as they are clean as it is for her
might,
Fou're sure to win by taking Rocky to wash her dish towels and hang them
Mountain Tea at night.
out to dry once a day.
5rin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
There is an acknowledged system in

the days and

Kate—Tom is an easy-going fellow,
sn't he?
Belle—I never thought so when he

:alled

on me.

indigestion, constipation,
backache, kidney trouble?
Rocky Mountain Tea will
well. If it fails get your

Have you

leadache,

lollister's
nake you
noney back. That's fair. Tea or tabet form. 35 cents. Orin Stevens; F.
i. Shurtleff Λ Co.
Take care of your dime· and yoar dolan will be taken care of by J, Plerpont
iorgan and John D. Rockefeller.

Jennie Stitier, Omaha—"I have gained

hirty-flve pounds In two months. Noth□g did me good until I used Hollister's
tocky Mountain Tea." A blessing to
ickly women. Orin Stevaai; r. ▲.
hortkff * Co.

seaons

for performing

Important

to Mather·,
■wrnhva carefully imr botU· of CASTORIA,
a Mfe and ant· tanadj for Infanta sad children,
sad mo that it

-fejfciï

nil

91 00.

Porllnnd to Boston,
Sin erooins,

$1.00

....

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,

Portland, and India VVha»f, Boston,

JEKKEl) ΠΓΜ OCT OF TIIK WATKH

daily except
declared to hie friends. "I shall
Freight rates always
never be caught by any one."
lines.
other
"You had better take care." they
warned him.
J. F. LISCOMB,
Sunday,

he

But he was confident and was absolutely sure he could not be fooled.
Well, one day he saw a little black
boy sitting on a board that crossed the

as

&
High
in

In Use For Over 30 Years.

*

HP/-T

ATTENTION FARMERS!

Mouldings »JJ
G'ade Portrait Work

The Oxford Democrat

Crayon, Water color,
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

L. M. TUFTS,

ing opinion In his "Iteminisceuce.s."

"Let uie say α word about circumstantial evidence. Some writers have
spoken of It as u kind of 'dangerous
innovation' in our criminal procedure.
It is almost the only evidence that is
obtainable In all great crimes and it is
the best and most reliable. I have witnessed many great trials for murder,
but uo not remember one where there
How
was tin eyewitness to the deed.
then, to bring home the
is it

Nichols St..

SOUTH PARIS,

clea"«w«

catarrh

HEALINU
CURE FOR

AND

FOR ONE YEAR

j

I

0<XK>>XH^OOOOOO^<H500QC»XfôOK8KM5ChCKÎOOOOOOO<

CATARRHp^a
Cl

on

/3J

J

Mti

mall.
ELY

( haiittp Color.

Anglers have noticed that fisli of the
same
species caught lu the same

Herr Otto (Jotthllf found by a
course of experiments with turbots
that this faculty of changing color in
accordance with the surroundings is

4.1
1 00
1
4ft
100
lbs
per "
1 •ft
"
1 20
"
1 Ift
"
1 45
"
1 lo
"
1 •a
"
1 .ill
"
1
per bate, :io
lbs. 75
per ΡΌ
"
M
per "libL « no
·> so
"
« ;«
"
« 31
"

Fancy middlings
C'lmax middlings,
Brown

middlings,

Mlvcd feed,
Haskell stock fee>l
Baled «having»,
Choice hay,

"Quite."

Straw
Ideal flour

"Quite" strictly means "completely" Stock's Beet 1'atent
and is rightly used in such sentences Uly White
Its White Loaf,
as "The flower is quite faded."
Harvest King
a
"to
Crosbv Bread Flour,
great
"very,"
meaning,
secondary
Diamond Hread Flour,
extent," has the authority of good writ- Gold Medal Bread Flour
ers. though such expressions as "quite Columbus, a Blended Flour,
young" aud "quite hot" have α colloHay and Straw taken in
quial riug about them. There is, how- for grain.
ever, springing up of late the slovenly
practice of employing the adverb

"
"

"
"
"

admirably supply your
wants for county news and prove
welcome visitor in
a
every
household.

·> IK)

«» 7ft
Τ
7
β

ί»!

er

One Year For

exchange |

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second

Spnln'H Orange Oreve*.
orange region extends
over eastern and southern Catalonia,
Valencia, Alicante, Murcia, Malaga and
Seville, and In parts of Valencia and
Murcia the trees now grow In forests,
the soil of the famous Valenciau "huerta." lavishly manured with guano, being the richest in Europe. Here a single full grown tree will yield 1,500 and
at times as many as 1,800 oranges lu a
season, fruit bearing beginning when
the trees reach their sixth year and increasing u.itll they are twenty, when
degeneration usually sets In.

fortlSS.

One walnut cane Poole piano, almost
for $300, worth f250.
One second hand Ivors A Pond piano,
walnut case, for $940, worth $300.
new,

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that 1 will sell at a
great trade.

The

Papers

may be sent to different

addresses if desired

*>>><>O<>QO&C<Ki0OOOOG^^

One second hand Dyer & Ilughes,
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost #125, for
six

905.

W. J.

RANGE
QUAKER
Wheeler,

BirJ.'R«S

husking Smith PnrU.

a

nice

BLOCK,

^Inlnr

Healthy

Children

Journal.

liiutrr I· Η la Cailla*.
Father—And so you want to marry
Mr. Brown, my dear. Well, now, do
you think he shows proper Industry in
his calling? Daughter (Indignantly)—
I should think so. Why, he's called

It nevds only u
little wntclifuIucMi to
keep children liigoixlheulth.
Look for the symptoms of little
Ills and treat thein promptly to
ward off more serious sickness.

Dr. Τ rue's

every nigbt for a month.

The

ELIXIR

Olowlat Fir·.
"Wasn't Jack 8tone an old flame of
yours T"
"lie was as long as he had money to
burn. After tbat I fired him."—CleveLot·*·

U the great remedy for childhood complaint·. For stomach and bowel disorder*. Indigestion, <-ontUp«Uuii, poor
appetite, fevers and «venu· It Is un
Nervousness. peevisbequaled.
ness and a languid feeling aU
Indicate troables that are traced
usually to tlie nUsnaeh, and
qnlek relief follows the use of
Dr. Tree's Elixir. Over KyeHriiln ose.
AU druggists,lie. Write forfree booklet,
"Children and Their Diseases."
JR. J. F. TRUE A CO.. Auburn, M«.

land Leader.

Bepatatlaa,
once broken may powlbly be repaired,' but the world will always keep Its eyee on the spot where
the crack was.—Josh Billings.
A

ftOTE,

One second hand Kstey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for •53.
One second hand Worcester organ, 1 ]
«topa, in nice condition, for $43·

bee.
"And were there any red ears?" asked the friend.
"Oh, yes," responded the girl In the
gingham drees. "I bad two when pa
caught that city fellow kissing me."—

nearly

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
Oxford
please send to tlv address below The
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year:

Send Democrat to.

year,
One second hand square piano,
teenth year, crystal; twentieth year,
one, for $113, worth $140.
thirsilver;
china; twenty-fifth year,
SEND FOR CATALOGUES^
tieth year, pearl; fortieth year, ruby;
fiftieth year, golden; seventy-fifth year,

(Me.)

South Peris, Maine.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7| octave, almost new,

ries to be celebrated. These are: First
year, cotton; second year, paper; third
sevyear, leather; fifth year, wooden;
enth year, woolen; tenth year, tin;
silk and fine linen; fiftwelfth

Kennebec

9

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

case,

Wedding Annlveranrlea.

a

$1.75.

you will

hand instruments.

According to the tradition of ages,
there are fourteen wedding anniversa-

returning from

the

us

money with the order can secure
the Democrat and Tribune Farm=

'S

Spanish

were

the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

CUT THIS OUT—SEND TO-DAY

of the adjective.—London Review,

They

all

will poet you every week on
of
important agricultural topics

Any person sending

noun—e. g., "quite u
If an adverb can modify a noun, where Is the distinction beAs a
tween adverb und adjective?
matter of fact, the functions of the adverb seem to be encroaching on those

Boxed.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer,

will

"quite" with a
panic ensued."

The

matter for every member of hie family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

"

Wheat
Cotton Sent Meal
Winter bran
Pllk bran.
Standard bran

profits
special

item» of interest to himself and

family.

s*

"

Oats,

was found that it 110 longer possessed
the power of changing color.—Pearsou's.
Mlauae of

keep him in touch with the
doiugs of his neighbors, ami all
to

bush #o es

"

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all
and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
from the farm, and with

Weekly Newspaper

Maxim & Russell's.
per

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

a

Good Local

-AT-

flected from such substances as are
around and affects the coloring cells
through the nerve centers of the tish.
Troof of this was obtained by severing
the optic nerve of the turbot, when it

The

subscribe for

YEAR'S

primarily due to the action of light
does Com,
upon the optic nerve. The light
Meal
not act directly upon the eye, but is re- Cracked
corn

NEEDS

who is interested in the news of
Paris and Oxford County should

PRICES

mid
the
homes.

Farmer

Farmer

BROTHERS, W Warn·» Street. Sew York

NEW

completely in color
take protective hues that match
prevailing local coloring of their
often differ

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

COLP"* HEAD

no

Every

Every

M

—

Circumstances have
contradicted.
Allays Inflammation.
motive to deceive, while human tesHeals and' Protects the Membrane. Restores
of ev- the Senses of Taste and Smell.
the
often
too
is
product
Large Size .V)
timony
cents, at Druggists or by mall. Trial Size Inc. by
ery kind of motive."
be

FOR

TOra/lV'S^I

the culprit
ohar^e
El;'. ami
pleasant to 2s
Easy
circumstantial evidenceV
uw. Contains no In
evithe
"Circumstantial evidence is
that Itlsqulckly A bsorbed. !»
dence of circumstances—facts
Gives Relief at once.
speak for themselves and that cannot Opens ami cleanses the ***

stream

ALWAYS

The Kind You Bare Always Bought

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Clrcaniafnnlinl Evidence.
Sir Henry liawkius, a brilliant advocate and one of England's greatest
criminal Judges, expressed the follow-

Flab That

CASTORIA

Agent.

Mats, Mirrors

they seem.—Pittsburg Dispatch.

rely

low

and Pictures,

water and high up on dry land.
"I told you so!" cried his friends.
"He didn't hook like a fisherman,"
replied the sorrowful trout.
Moral.—Things arc not always what

unless you

GENUINE

p. m.
as

Picture Frames

down the worm.
There was a hook in the worm and a
string tied to the hook and a pole at
the other end of the string, and the
little black had hold of the pole.
The boy Jerked Mr. Trout out of the

to

7

Portland, Me.

gobbled

possible,

at

Franklin Wharf,

brook.
"I wonder what he Is doing there?"
said Mr. Trout to himself.
Then he noticed a nice fat worm
swimming around lu the water.
"Oh. here's my dinner!" cried the
unwary fish, and in an instant he had

reputation

Rolklac to Brae Of.
effeota such speedy relief.
shanging.—Harper's Bazar.
Bluff—I'd have you know, sir, that
Inflammation, soothe·, oool· and heal·
all out·, burn· and bruUe·. ▲ ante care I'm a self made man. Qruff—Well, I'm
Oranges and pineapple aie delicious for Pile· and akin disease·. DeWltt'· is sorry for yon, but keep It dark and
Witch Ha—1 Salve. don't think too modi about It, and per1 iliced together, ooooanut sprinkled over the only genuine
( •oh layer and powdered sugar lavishly
Beware of oouaterffKa, they are daafer- haps you'll get alone all right
·
< bdded.
oa*. told bjF. ▲.BknitMAOa
«

V

lady with the painted cheeks, at the reception.
"Not so loud, please," whispered the
woman; "my husband has an awfully
jealous disposition."

tain duties. The first two days of the
week are for laundry work, some sweeping is done on Wednesday, Thursday is la Usa For Ovar SO Yean.
usually the maid's afternoon out, and
SU Bad Yea Bava Alwaji Boogfet.
the morning may be given to cleaning
the silver and brasses. Friday there is
more sweeping to be done, and perhaps
."I dread to think of ny thirtieth birthwashing of window·, while Saturday is day," began Miss Paaaay.
cleanto
off
undone
over
finishing
given
"Yet," replied Mies Pert; "something
ing and'making the house and the larder dreadful must have happened to you
for Sunday. All or any of these then, or yon wouldn't remember it this
regulations the housekeeper may follow long."
» modify to suit her own convenience,
rhe only inevitable thing is she must de·
SPEEDY BELIEF.
»rmine upon some special routine of
A salve that heal· without a soar ia
work, and having adopted it, stiok to it, DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. No remedy
inlees there is some excellent reason for
It draw· out

ready

[

cer-

"Do you care for Browning?" asked
the gentleman with the long nair of the

Oastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverisliness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Coiistipution
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

REDUCED RATES

Ν. Y.

The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by druggists at 50 cents
or mailed bv Ely Brothers, 56 Warren
St., New York.

What is CASTORIA

Portland Division.

COUGHS AND COLDS.
day.
Orderliness is a part of this same sys- Mont.
All coughs, colds and pulmonary comThe rule of "a place for everytem.
After using Ely's Cream Balm six
plaints that are curable are quickly cured
thing and everything in its place'1 must weeks I believe myself cured of catarrh.
jy Doe Minute Cough Cure. Clears the be enforced. The maid must
keep her Joseph Stewart, Grand Avenue, Buffalo, diamond.
draws
inflammation and

phlegm,

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Eastern Steamship Company.

COUVkiJit'· Ji.iitr.

Λ

The Kind You Have Always Bought* and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his pcr^0
B°nal supervision since its infancy.
\*tafyr, /-ctftAi/lt Allow no one to deceive you in this.
▲11 Counterfeits, Imitations and "Just-as-good" arc but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of

NO PAID ADVERTISEMENT

know yoii will blame me. but you
must think as kindly of me as you can
and believe that I have endeavored to
do what I thought right"
That he reully did not expect to fight
is shown by the following extract from
a letter to his wife: "1 do not know
I should
wlmt my position will be.
l.i.e to retire to private life if I could
be with you and the children, but If I
stute or
can be of any service to the
her cause 1 must continue."

other work while these tasks are undone
is eure to make confusion. Yet in how
Mrs. Dearborn—Do you
Reformed.
many homes do you see just this fault! believe in marrying a man to reform him?
some
while
The dishes are left standing
Mrs. Wabash—Sure! I married my
piece of fancy cooking is undertaken, first husband to reform him.
where
homes
known
even
I
have
and
"What was wrong with him?"
the beds stood unmade while the mis"He was a bachelor."
tress of the house sat calmly down with
Oh, I see how you reformed him."
a bit of sewing which could just as well
"Not only that; I understand he's had
have waited uutil later. I do not deny three other wives since I left him."
that there is a certain agreeable sense of
*
luxury and dissipation in doing this sort
TONIC TO THE SYSTEM.
of thing—just as there is in settling
For liver troubles and constipation
yourself to finish a thrilling story or dip
DeWitt's
into a new magazine while there is work there is nothing better than
the famous little
waiting for you. But we are not talking Little Early Risers,
the stomach.
of what brings passing enjoyment, but Pills. They do not weaken
is mild,
of the true comfort that follows the Their action upon the syetem
and harmless. Bob Moore, of
practice of system. It is fun to do the pleaeant
Ind., says: "No use talking,
untimely things that are easy and pleas- LaFayette,Little
DeWitt's
Early Risers do their
ant, but it is most tiresome to turn
have used gripe
about afterwards and dispose of the bard work. All other pills I
and make me sick in the stomach and

2. Eager. 3. Treat. 4. Edged, δ.
Years. Down—1. B. 2. Ye. 3. Uat. 4.
Ogre. 5. Needy. 0. Rage. 7. Tea. 8.
Dr. 0. 8.
No. 400.—Concealed Central Acrostic:
Holidays. Crosswords—1. Ashes. 2.
Arose. 3. Tali's. 4. Shine. 5. Olden.
ron.

ALSO

If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only ♦ 1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

day. Of these are dusting,
Key to the Pnaaler.
dish-washing, bed-making, and all the
Christmas.
4<>4. Rlddieuieree:
other necessary straightening and put405.—Rhomboid: Across—1. By- tiug to rights of tbo bouse. To go at
to

LIME, CEMENT

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

Outlook.

Mcf

Alida—Wbat did pop say when you
asked him for my hand?
flmiioht
Willie- lie said I'd most probably
Our duties must dovetail and fit into
his
carried
he
the
find it iu
pocket
Certain things must be
each other.
change in.
done early or they will be an annoyance

ICE, COAL,

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it tu your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.

AS

key.

Dealers in

Nearly

8. To augrueut.

India.

Xo. 42t.—Diaaectlnir Puiale.
Dissect a fruit aud find a letter and
to wander, and in to wander tind the
went
indefinite nrticle.
quickly, a
ebred. violent passion.
Dissect a fruit and find a letter and a
kind of forftge plant, aud in the plant
find a quick blow and a kind of mon-

you eat.

Cement sidewalks made in iS and
24 inch squares for $1.00 per square
GEORGE H. DAVIS,
yard. Cement steps made to order.
South Paris, Maine.
South Paris.

ALMOST

to

A. W. Walker &. Son,

—

sleds.

delivered

Digests what

Work*, Philadelphia
ΐ... >ua. Μ«ι

to be

mill.

The Mason Manufacturing Co.,
South Paris, Maine.

Every Package
The can

closed at will, per·
a small quantity at a
of
use
the
mitung
in
It is just the article needed
time.
will clean pain*
It
household.
every
water,
fluors, marl le and tile work, soften
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipe·
Write for booklet "L-a of Bannc

wUutK·

Same

ney's

opened ar.d

TV fenn Chemiccl

e.

a

BANNER LYE

Ly:"—free.

Malt

WANTED !

Easy and Quick!

Banner Lye is

Phenomenon.

tinals name its capital.
Crosswords (of unequal lengthi: 1. A
contrivance for admitting fresh air.
3. A
2. The chief river of Burma.
monstrous bird of Arabian mythology.
4. Showy. 5. A phrase peculiar to a
language, rt. A negative. 7. Pertain-

HILLS,

may be

Strange

I Anagram.]
1 always sleep till it Is light.
Except—It's funny—Sum C. U. T. air, morning
My eye» pop open without warning;
I'm up while It Is dark as night.

ing

on

410.—A

No.

Ho. liÎO.—(•riiRraphlral Acroatlo.
My primais name a state and my

Peeled Pulp Wood. Spruce, Fir, Hemlock and Poplar, delivered on care at
any R. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
the coining year.
E. W. PEN'LET, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
May 30, 1W4.

Pull UrKtlou

Him.

ϋ«. 41».—('hanxrd Central·.
they
behold a tlag of
Above the ramparts tall.
a shout is heard
Ami in a
From those outside the wall.

WANTED.

mere

pers,
the other labor-savers were unknown.
Still is there an endless succession of
tasks placed before woman, and still
she makes her plaint that while meu's
work may end with set of sun, a woman's
work is never done.
It is very easy to declare what must be
the fault—to lay it to over-elaborateness
of living, to an eagerness to keep up
with one's neighbors and to get ahead
of them, to raise a cry for enforcing
simplicity of life and discarding draperies, bric-a-brac, course dinners, and
afternoon tea. We all attempt too much
—there is no doubt of that. Our desires
are larger than our abilities in most directions. And yet, my own impression
is that much of the hurried and harassed
character of the housekeeper's life is due
tu tbe lack of system in planning work
and executing it.
There is nothing new in this suggestion. Hut like a good many old truths,
it will stand repetition. I do not intend
to weaken the suggestion by declaring
housekeeping to be an exact science.
No women that ever kept hoase would
The
believe me. They know better.
Prayer-book phrase, "Changes and
chances of this mortal life," might have
been framed to apply to housekeeping.
The only other avocation that can compare with it is that of the farmer, who
must be dependent upon the elements
for the success of his harvest as much ae
upon the work he puts into it.
One great objection to considering
housekeeping as a science is that in it so
much allowance has to be made for the
human equation. Sometimes one has to
allow for two or three of them. When a
woman does all her own work she has to
make provision only for her own physical
and mental wear and tear—and those of
her family—but when she has to employ
maids the situation becomes complicated.
In spite of all tbe checks and disasters
that are almost bound to occur in every
household sooner or later, I still hold
firmly to the faith that system, more
than anything else, will come nearest to
solving the difficulties. Housekeeping
cannot be conducted to advantage on a
hit-or-miss plan. This is a section of
exietercein which intelligent planning
and fulfilment count for much.
There is little use in trying to lay
down a stated outline for keeping house.
Each housekeeper must work out her
Now
own salvation in the domestic line.
and then oue meets a woman who was
bom syste rutic, but many more have
achieved sy .em. It is really not so
dittfcult a business, after all, when one
goes about it in the right fashion.
One of the tiret things for the woman
struggling for system to do is to try to
get the work of her house in perspective. This is not easy. It is a truism
that women are lacking in a sense of
proportion, and it is not a simple matter
for oue of them to get herself mentally
far enough from her work to decide the
relative importance of each item. But
sho must do it, if she is to develop her
system of work in the right way. She
should mentally range her duties in
order, and divide them into what must
be done and what may be done if cirThe first list will
cumstances permit.
be long enough, but tbe second will exceed it. The chief trouble with housekeepers is that they get the items of the
two lists mingled and confused.
For instance: washing and ironing
and baking and sweeping and scrubbing
must be done. Entertaining and making
fresh curtains and trying a new kind of
cake or^salad may be done. The first
cannot be crowded out, except in exThe second may be posttreme oases.
poned,-if necessary, without imperiling
the health and happiness of any member of the family.
After the two sets of duties are tabulated with tolerable correctness, comes
the planning as to how and when they
shall be done. This is pleasanter work
than the first, but it takes a good deal of

aud

relieved me so quickly
and so thoroughly that I gladly made a
statement to that effect for publication.
This was in 18i»S, aud during the six
years which have elapsed I have never

a

egg-beaters, cream-churna, and all

Pills

Kidney

keeping

man, or a woman
lacking in experience, might think the
life of a hoinemaker should be nothing
but a round of gayety and pleasure.
Yet with all this there seem to be no
more hours in a day than there were before so many of the fairy tales of invenThere are still
tions were realized.
hordes of women who do nothing but
with that.
finish
never
keep house and
Sometimes there appear to be even more
of them than in the days before cookery
by gas was heard of, when meat-chop-

No. 414,-Wlae Haylnsa.

out.
ney secretions were
irregular and deposited a heavy sediDoctors treated me for rheument.
matism, but failed to help me. I lost
all contidencc in medicine, but Doan's

Berlin,

house, and

The kid-

worn

HEADQUARTERS

simplify

from holly.

not

morning

When I.ce Rcslcncd.
In "Recollections and l.cuers of General Lec." by hl3 son. Captain R. E.
Loe. η ιιολλ- light Is thrown oil the great
columnnder at the time of hie resignation f"Jîîi the United States aruiy. In
α

stoop
or
up
straighten
without great pain,
had difficulty in getting about and was
unable to rest at
night, arising in the

MAINE.

NORWAY,

OorrMuuDdenco on topic· of lntereM to tbe U<1·
Is eoUotted. AddreM : E«lllor ΗΟΚΚΜΛΚΚ»·
COLrXH, Oitnrl TV!m<»-rirt. P»H".

cause.

patterns and clean

to ckMe out o<M

cure an

The pains of rheumatism.
The tired-out feelings,
Tou must reach the spot get At the

Carpets

Wool

EOMEMAKERS· COLUMN.
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Variety Store, Norway.
\

easy

are

50 cts.. w...· .1

ι

ERNEST M. MILLETT,
South Pari*.
No. 34 High St.,

in the

without bolts.
50 cts.Down
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put

